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can house of deputies, and a
constitutionalist leader.
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BRYAN
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TO BRING AMERICANS
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at this

time.
Mott, under arrest, is employed to watch shipments of arms
and ammunition designed for Mexico.
The department will take no action

"J.

L.

MOTION

PICTURE

federals on Offensive
lil Paso,' Tex., Aug. 2. Following
laree number of anthracite 4
the i einioi cement of the Juarez fedmine workers, are reported to 4
last night by the arrival
eral arris-oihave .been ' killed in the Hast 4
until the special agent sent to New
of 1.S00 men and more artillery, the
Brookside mine of the Philadel- 4
Orleans to investigate has made a
AT
fortifications of the border town are
phia and Reading Coal and 4
report."
Iron company at Tower City, 4
State department
officials
disbeing strengthened and General Francisco Castro declared today that there
about 20 miles from here. Es- 4
claimed today
any rehaving
wes no possibility of a successful reb-ss- l FOREIGN RELATIONS' COMMITTEE
timates of the reported dead 4 EMMANUEL CASTILLO BRITO, A quest from the Huerta
govern- LUBIN TROUPE UNDR ROMAINE
ment for Brito's arrest. Ths departassault upon the place. Instead, 'ASKS WITHDRAWAL OF PLANS
FORMER GOVERNOR OF
dead run as hich as 50.
4
FIELDING TO ARRIVE FIRST
ment of justice, on a direct represenhe said, he now has men enough to
There were two explosions. 4
BY ADMINISTRATION
IS IN CUSTODY
OF. NEXT WEEK
Two bodies were recognized 4
cpen an aggressive campaign on the
tation, ordered the arrest, and the
Huerta government if it expects to
rebels of Toribio Ortega at Guadalupe
and the rescuers reported the 4'
NOW
HE
RATIFICATION
KILLED
TWO
this WANT
35 miles south of Juarez, and
ADMITS
Brito now will have 10 days SUCCESS
men
extradite
other
five
dead
of
CROWNS EFFORTS
4
finding
in which to present its formal case.
and not a sign of life In the 4
campaign will be started Immediately.
mine. A fire boss was taken 4
,
Nothing of the merits of the hcarge LONG FIGHT OF
SECRETARY
AND
ARREST FOLLOWS SENSATIONAL
pREsiDENT
COMMERCIAL
' 4
on which Brito is held is known here.
is asserted that Francisco Villa, lo-- i
out fatally burned.
DISCLOSURES OF BLACKMaL
BRYAN BELIEVED WILLING, TO
CLUB FOR SUCH ARRANGE100
over
Juarez
of
southwest
cated
Until the company officials 4
BY FEDERAL OFFICERS
LAY ASIDE SCHEME
MENT FINALLY WINS
STATE
DEPARTMENT PUZZLED
look over the rolls it will be 4
miles, with a force of rebels variously
'
tl!i.ttt-.'.li: s I'vt.u reinfo:ced
by
known how many men were 4
Washington, Aug. 2. The sudden
and unexpected appeirance in Venin the mine. Many of the min- f
troops from Sonora and is now ready UNUSUALLY
WARM
DEBATE 4-A
SPECIAL
INVESTIGATION
LOCAL
PEOPLE
NEEDED
ezuela of General Cipriano Castro to
to attack Juarez with the assistance
ers, however, don't work Sat- 4
the
revolutake personal charge of
4
of Ortega.
urday afternoon.
IN 4
The aeociid explosion occur- 4 DEPARTMENT. OF JUSTICE LOOK- tionary forces confronts that Istate ADDITIONAL
Pablo Boudin, among the trainload POLICY OF PROTECTORATES
ACTORS REQUIRED
of refugees retching. Juarez last. Dight
4 red af'er three company men 4
department with a grave problem.
ING INTO CIRCUMSTANCES
CENTRAL AMERICA LEFT UN- AND LAS VEGANS WILL HAVE
4 exerted the mine. Of these, 4
Secretary Bryan declined today to
night accompanying the troops, came
SURROUNDING EVENT
SETTLED FOR TIME
FIRST CHOICE
of Tower 4
direct from Tcrreon and declared that
say what would be the attitude of
McGinley
r Daniel
the United States toward the presTorreon has not been taken by the
4 City, a fire boss, was later 4 New
Orleans, Aug. 2. Emmanuel ence of the unwelcome exile in the
Hallet Raynolds and Managers
Washington, Aug. 2. The proposed 4 brought out dead and it is be- 4
Carranza rebels.
of the land from which he was baffdned five Duncan and Browne of the two laoY-in- g
The refugees said Biesel and Mac--.' protectorate lor Nicaragua embraced 4 lieved the other two are also 4 Castillo Brito, former governor
Mexican state of Campeche was ar- years ago. The Taft administration
picture theaters yesterday evenDonald, Americans arrested by Orozco, " a treaty suggested by Secretary 4 dead. They are Colliery Boss 4
be- federal authori- not only approved of Castro's exile ing received messages from Romaina
be
abandoned
will
rested
here
by
today
were still in jail in Chihuahua when
4
and
Farrell
Pably action the senate 4
Superintendent
without bail on charge from Venezuela, but sought by every Fielding, manager of the Lubin comby
Thomas. General Manager Ri- 4 ties and held
4'
they left Wednesday, regardless of cause of adverse
announcements from Mexico City that foreign relations committee. Chairman 4 chards of the Reading company 4 of murder and robbery, preferred by means, although without success, to pany that has been stationed at SilMexican authorities.
Bacon was today instructed to ask 4
him from landing in this ver City for the past few weeks, to
their release had been ordered.
along with several other of- 4 the existing
new
a
transmit
to
reptwo
he
killed
j
Brito admitted
4' ficials,
.Consul D. T. Edwards in Juarez Secretary Bryan
country last winter. Officials realize the effect that he with, his company
promptly responded 4
toto
limited
he
said,
strictly
who,
of
Kkaraguan
resentatives
that Castro's personal direction ot would arrive in Las Vegas-eithetreaty
on
work
Huerta,
their 4
4 and directed the
was advised this afternoon from Chimorrow
or
work
At
the
last
Monday.
of
movehuahua that MaeDonald and Harrell the proposed $3,000,000 purchase
4 arrival at Tower City. The 4 were trying to arrest him illegally the insurrection will make the
of the Commercial club towards secoiices-th- e
arested with Biesel, were released by tne canal route and naval base
4 mine rescue car was taken 4 during the recent revolution. The ment far mode formidable.
haa
The cruiser Des Moines will leave curing this excellent company
4 former Mexican governor's apprehen
Chihuahua authorities yesterday, sions.
4 Pottsville.
now
realized
and
Las
Vegas
been
GuabeThe fight against the proposal
4 sion came close on the heels of Brunswick, Ga., Monday for La
but that Biesel is still held. Harrell
4
will take its start toward making this,
4 charges of blackmail, which resulted ira, expecting to reach that port Friwas chauffeur for Biesel and MacDon- came so pronounced in the committee 4 4
head larters cf all the molate last night in the arrest of two day. Henry F. Tennant of the state city the
today that it was declared it would be
aid,
tion
companies located in tha
picture
'
Caracas
United States department of justice department, who is going to
impracticable to attempt a settlement
WAGNER CONFESSES THEFT
W. II. Stark and
west.
Secretary
Carof
time.
It
pendthe
of
the
take
to
legation
of the policy at the present
charge
Civil Government Resumed
Denver, Aug. 2 Postofflce inspect- agents and representatives
with a numHallet
together
Rayno'ds,
minrevolutioning the appointment of a new
Hermosillo, Sonora, Aug. 2. Jose was declared o ask, Secretary Bryan ors here announced today that ranza branch of Mexican
nave worklive
of
other
boosters,
ber
Maytorena has resumed office as civil ' to withdraw the protectorate features Charles I. Wagner, a mail carrier at ists in New Orleans. It was charged ister .will leave Washington tonight ed faithfully on the proposition ana1 it
on tne
of the constitutionalist and limit the Nicaraguan treaty to Hachita, N. M., had confessed that that R. G. Matthews and J. L. Hott and will proceed to Venezuela
igoveijnmjfcnt
was through their efforts that Mr.
from
bills
Moines.
marked
Des
in
embraced.
mail
robbed
$500
it
who
the
man
was
those
the
he
originally
as
accepted
state. Ignacio Pesquiera
military'
decided to locate his studio.
fielding
the
maintains real tions had been received by democrats carried by himself, thus solving the Brito to protect him from arrest,
however,
in and about Las Vegas.
o
crime that affair having been arranged by
on the comittee that the president and mystery surrounding
GRAND CIRCUIT CLOSES
power.
Before leaving Las Vegas after his
be
to
to
claims
who
be
would
authorities
federal
Grand
Fernandez,
the
willing
has
Her;
in
Bryan
puzzled
Rapids, Mich., Aug. 2. The visit
will
be received
Secretary
Maytorena
last week Mr. Fielding, the most
tern-anCarranza.
most
conb3
to
the
2 : 06 trot was expected
connected with Governor
for several weeks. 'Wagner also
mosillo with great ceremony, the civil lay the protectorate policy aside
motion picture player in the
popular
a complet-headefessed that he'sfiof himself through
Brito was arrested anu arraigned important event of - today's Grand
military officials of the Btate.'f porarily, and it is said that
and Europe, stated that.
United
States
was
to
which
by a large band, escorting the ed new draft of the treaty would be the arm to give color to his story before United States Commissioner Circuit race program
Las Vegas would ue
decided
he
that
close.
to
a
the
Mexicans.
local
without
was
and
held
racing
that he
up by
He pleaded not guilty
Browne.
bring the
streets ready withty a few days,
governor through
Ce declared that
location.
his
future
2:13
to the palace.
provisions giving the United States Following the announcement of the was sent to the parish prison with- Races set for today were the
more
Las
offered
opportunity
Vegas
trot.
over Nicaragua's future.
robbery the government sent a squad out bail. Brito declared that when pace and the 2:16
Pesiueira announced today that
for his field of work than any other,
to
was
of
of
on
instructed
the
trail
supsoldiers
the
Bacon
Senator
000 volunteers were comine from Chi-- '
the Huerta agents made ah attempt
place in the west that he has yet
Two. Mexicans
to arrest him in Mexico he knew their
huahua to assist in the siege of Guay-- ' ask Secretary Bryan to submit a trea-ma- posed highwaymen.
visited.
These troops, he sail, would be ty limited to the following provisions: were arrested and identified by Wag- action would' be followed by his death, ORE DOCK WORKERS
Mr. Fie'ding is a man of wide
Uni-lin-e
ner as the robbers.
The Mexicans probably under the nortorious fugitive
mobilized at Agua Prieta, across the1 The grant by Nicaragua to the
knowledge
concerning locations tor
from Douglas, Ariz.
General ted States of a perpetual and exclusive proved alibis and were released. Sus- law. He resisted, drawing his sword.
his judgment in this case
and
scenery
Nicavawas
across
directed against Wag- The Huerta agents took the sword VANT
SAFETY has not surprised
picion then
Blanco is understood to be planning rcht to build a canal
the Las Vegas
ner, and he finally broke down-anfrom him and slapped him with it.
a campaign against the coast city of gua.
boosters.
how
Just
many people
lease on a naval Dase, told the whfcle story. He will be Thereupon, Brito says, he drew his
A
Mazatlaii.
this company in. not known
compose
SUMexico.
is
New
in
tried
not
lease
It
a
known revolver and killed the two men. This FIVE HUNDRED STKIKE AT
site of Fonseca Bay and
here but they are among the best of
was in war time, however, and they
on Corn Island in the Caribbean Sea. how much loot was secured.
PERIOR, DEMANDING BETTER
in the Lubin company's emplayers
CONDITIONS
WORKING
The payment by the United States
were his enemies. This, he said,
Mr.
ploy.
Fielding as manager,
MELCHER WILL to Nicaragua of $3,000,000 in return MAN
de"SEPTEMBER MORN" NOW would be his defense in resisting
star actor and la genwriter,
emfor these concessions.
Superior, Wis., Aug. 2. The
eral the whole show, is one of the'
Wichita, Kan., Aug. 2. In Wichita portation.
ore
identicThese terms are
The two department of justice ployes of the Great Northern
are several pictures of a genuine
most valuable members of the comDEPORTED al with those of thepractically
treaty as origin- "September Morn." These pictures agents and the representative of Gov- docks have not yet returned to work pany. He stated before leaving Las
bethe
ally proposed by Secretary Bryan
were taken by three Wichita young ernor Carranza of Mexico, arrested since they walked out following
Vegas that while here he would Btaga
fore he decided to add the amend- men last week. The "September here last night on the chargs of wreck in which two of their men a number of the best pictures ever
as the
WOMAN WITH CLAIM AGAINST ment by which an American protecshown1 on a screen.
Morn" who posed for the picture haa blackmail, still were detained today. were killed and five injured
of
one
on
BANISHPRINCE
come
collision
ESCAPES
established.
to
a
train
been
have
of
would
result
A
have
torate
telegram purporting
A studio will be estamisned at'onc3
hair and a well-buiathletic
golden
men
MENT AS HE REQUESTED
The senate committee did not defin- body. It was takeu just prior to a from Attorney General McReynolds, the docks Thursday night. The
and
the staging of senarios. take place
to the railvariously declared a "fake" and gen- have presented demands
as soon as .'possible. A number 6f
itely settle the question of future pro- swimming party.
Los Angeles, Aug. 2. The federal tectorates in Central America howevas follows:
local people will be needed for the
Now the tiilference between this uine, in which it was requested that road officials
medium
the
the working conditions
was
immigration authorities here refused er, it is understood the administrathat
be
Brito
"First,
arrested,
Horn"
and that of Paul
pictures. Las Vegans are anticipat"September
today to institute deportation pro- tion is willing to withdraw the sug. Chabas is that the Wichita one was through which detectives say R. G. on the docks be made safer by installing great success for thH company
of the de- ing safety appliances and
ceedings against Mrs. Clara Melcher gestion for the present in order to a man in
placing here,
of Chabas Matthews, special agent
and
that
disguise
who says she has claims again Prince
secure an early artification of the was his daughter. Loraine Raker, who partment of justice; J. L. Mott, his covers on the ore bins when not in
Stanilaus Sulkowski.
Nicaraguan compact.
rooms at the Y. M. C. A. and has be- assistant, and Ernesto Fernandez, the use.
An affidavit upon which a request
"Second, that the men be allowed
opposition was led in the come prominent in local theatricals, Carrancista envoy, got Brito to pay
Strong
WANT DIAZ DEPORTED
for her banishment was based, said .nmmitteo today by Senators Borah,
on
tne
to
?500
pretense
appoint one of their number to
for the picture. Several pictures to Matthews
posed
Los
to have been executed by Sulkowski
on
Angeles, Calif., Aug. 2. While
Clarke of ArUanSas, Williams and oth
an that Brito would be protected from regulate the switching of trains
Felix
Mexican envoy to Japan,
Diaz,
before he and his wealthy bride left ers who were opposed to any action' have been developed, and from
the docks.
artistic point of view, the interested arrest.
was attending an informal reception
this week for their honeymoon trip,
ex
foremen
the
toward
officers
they
States
say
objectionable
that
The
United
"Third,
the
arresting
parties claim it is as good as the origwas not considered by the immigra- by
in his honor last night by Conercise of sovereign authority n tnc inal. Raker wore a golden wig when saw the money, marked, pass from and checkers be discharged ana that given
tion officials.
sul
503 other resiPena
y Cueva3,
were
apunless
trio
countries.
The
be
new
Matthews.
foremen
Brito to
appointed
Central American
It was said by the American attor- ' Other senators of the committee de- the picture was taken.
dents of the Mexican colony here, it
taken to the office of Federal Dis- proved by the men.'
ney engaged by the Austrian that he fended the policy. The4' vote proposThe railroad company today agreed was learned today, met and wired a
trict Attorney Guion this morning,
sought to procure the deportation of ed to settle the question but some
where a long secret conference took to the demands for safer working con- request to President Wilson to expel
Mrs. Melcher on the ground that she
Diaz from the United States.
senators of the committee refused to!
place. It was not announced whether ditions, but refused to consider the
was an immoral alien.
General Diaz is expected to leave toIN
of
CONGRESS
TODAY
hold
would
take
at
the
decision
presthe government
last two demands.
register a final
for San Francisco, whether he
night
Industhe
ont time and the nronosal for a vote
the case or whether the accused men
Organizers representing
would be given a hearing berore a trial Workers of the World have ar- will' continue hi3 journey to Japan is
METAL SCHEDULE POSTPONED
was withdrawn.
Washington, Aug. 2. Senate: Sen state court. The men have not been rived and are urging the men to fight not known.
Opponents of the proposed protec
Washington, Aug. 2. Consideration
Fernandez for their, demands.
of the metal schedule was deferred in torate had made it clear that it would ator Bryan discussed parcel post rates allowed to give bonds.
the senate today because of the ab- be impossible to secure ratification of and regulations and advocated cue was minister from Mexico to HonSteps are being taken' to reorgansence of Senators Oliver and Penrose, the Nicaraguan treaty in the present cent postage.
duras under the Madero administra- - ize the Ore Dock Workers' union, CATHOLIC CHURCH DYNAMITED
Resumed consideration of tariff bill. t;on
Piatt amendwhich was disbanded following the
who are interested particularly in the congress if the
Clifton, Ariz., Aug. 2. Tne Catholic
in
it.
included
were
strike in 1903.
taikng up wood and pulp schedules.
metal rates. Senator Oliver will haee ment
church at Morenci, was almost
Senator Walsh, democrat. Montana
This sentiment is understood to have
The shipment of ore is entirely
a substitute for the entire schedule
early today by an explosion.
Special Investigation Ordered
tariff
and unless the difficulty is of dynamite. This was the second atwhich will be backed by the republi- induced Secretary Bryan to consent emphatically endorsed entire
pended
r
measure in speech.
Washington, Aug. 2. Immediately arranged mines on the iron ranges tempt at destruction, tha first kav'.o.r-cans. The progressive republicans to its withdrawal.
President withdrew nomination cf on receipt of advices of the arrest will be forced to close ivwi.
been unsuccessful. Tha bomb
have agreed to support another subv ,
REBEL FORTS BOMBARDED
Adam E. Patterson, negro,' as register of department of justice officials in
stitute by Senator Cummins. The
Yesterday 11 trains of ore had ar- placed under the mala ImSldtag cf tit .:.
senate took up the wood and pulp
Shanghai, China, Aug. 2. The Wu of the treasury and appointed Gabe E. New Orleans charged with blackmail, rived and as many more will airive hiu'cii. Father Call, who was asloip
A. Bruce Bielaski, chief of the bu- today and' it is but a nrn'sticn ot in pu
schedule.
Sing forts, which are in the hands of Parker, Oklahoma Indian.
apartment near the sacriKtv, v,i
relations
committee
were
reau
of Investigation, today dispatch- time when the mines will have to thrown from his bed, but
at
pracbombarded
the rebels,
dayForeign
eswpfd break by the Chinese government .war- tically decided on abandonment of ed a special agent to investigate.
shut down for want of cars, t'even jury.
DANIELS STARTS HOME
Denver, Aug. 2. Josejhus Daniels, ships commanded by Admiral Tseng, proposed protectorate over Nicara"Special Agent Matthews, one of ore boats'are tied to the dock or anOncers aie pmcw a n cn f i j
to
have
men under arrest, had In hl3 pos chored waiting to be filled. Many that the work was
this
was
of
cruino
the
asked
the
caused.
Two
Brybut
Secretary
damage
secretary
navy, departed
gua and
or ?
"
morning for Las Animas, Col., where sers opened fire at a range of five an submit treaty omitting that fea- session," said Mr. Bielaski, " a bona more are due to arrive aiihiii .the fm-- Mt-- .; r n
r
he will inspect the naval sanitarium. miles and the forts replied. After a ture.
fide telegram from Attorney General next 48 hours. Two partly wailed f ori trf drr--- ' ,11
From Las Animas he will continue desultory exchange of shots lasting
House: Kt 1" session. Meets on McReynolds for the arrest of certain boats moved to the Missabe dock ytl tam i bv coi t, '
'
f r
an hour the warships withdrew.
his journey to Washington.
persons, whose identity the depart- terday to complete their cargo.
Tuesday.
ing :.i.u

ARRESTED FOR
MURDER

COMPANYCOMES
iONDAY

i

BY HOUSE

.

2
Secretary
Washington, , Aug.
disclaimed
vikorously
today
Bryan
that his request to congress to appropriate $10u,0u0 for bringing destitute Americans out of Mexico had
any connection with any policy the
administration may evolve in dealing
with the Mexican situation,
"Statements
attempting to put a
scare-heaconstruction on the request for an appropriation are entirely without excuse and cannot be explained on any theory consistent with
an interest in the public welfare,"
said he. "In furnishing aid to any
indigent person desiring to leave
Mexico the government is simply doing what it does at any time when
American lives are m danger by Insurrection and there is no reason why
anybody should attempt to misconstrue it."
"
Secretary Bryan's request was generally Interpreted as one step in ths
administration's plan for dealing with
the Mexican problem.
Far from being regarded as a preliminary to intervention which Press
ident Wilson has told friends on
is
of
the
occasions
put
question
the request for funds is really
thought to be the forerunner of a
From the
policy of
first the president nas belie ed that
in a crisis in turbulent repuo.ics the
solicitude of the American
islngle
government should bo the 'jrotection
of lives and property. Should the administration here adopt a polity of
it might well refrain
from action with respect to the destruction of property on the ground
that the claims for damages would
law eventually
under international
cover losses. The thief consldeia-tiohas always been and will be caring for the lives of Americana and
foreigners. In any crisis Americans
of means, on Warning, would easily
be able to flee the country, but .'.angers always have beset those who
through lack of funds couM not make
the journey promptly To meet Piich
an emergency the'present request for
an appropriation is directed. The
administration while hopeful that
peace negotiations may bring the two
factions to a suspension of hostilities,
realizes that with the Huerta recognition or any other political change,
Americans may become alarmed, and
the desire to obtain funds with which
to care for those who may be anxious
to leave Mexico is a precautionary
measure.
Bryan's request will
Secretary
come up at the first meeting of the
house appropriation committee next
fl-riou-

n

week.

ment of justice declines to divulge
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Chairman Flood of the foreign
committee said today he believed the committee would vote to include the $100,000 appropriation in
the deficiency bill.
"We at least owe it to the stranded Americans In Mexico to provide
means for their return in these turbulent times," said Mr. Flood.
Secretary Bryan may leare the city
tonisht to resume his lecture engage
ments, but on account ot the uncertainty of his movements, declined to
make public his itinerary.
The senate foreign relations committee next Wednesday will meet to hear
the views of various Mexicans
who
have been making headquarters
in
Washington since the constitutional
investigation began.
The meeting was arranged preliminary to give a hearing to General Eduar-dHay, former speaker of the Mexi- ui-fai-
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and as a principle it pervades human
history. The course for a nation to
pursue is to obey the world tendency
to mount upon It, and to guide it. It
was this attitude that saved Japan
from destruction. If Japan for any
reason should assume aii attitude of
hostility and opposition to the world
tendency, her doom would be sealed.
Count Okuma considers it a matter
of good fortune that Japan took good

MICHES

JAPAN

AGAINST TRIBE
OF SAVAGES

MANEUVER TO advantage of the world tendency
when the movement was relt pressing
20,000 HEAD
at her door. "The progress of J3p"an
HUNTERS OF FORMOSA
in the future," Count Okuma conTokyo, Japan, Aug. 2. Japan has cludes, "will depend upon the naopened a vigorous military campaign tion's success or failure in effecting
,
against 20,000 savages of the Island intercourse with foreign nations."
of Formosa, better known as "head
hunters," who have refused to subIn every home where there Is a
mit to the domination of Japan. When baby there should also be a bottle of
Japan was ceded Formosa In 1S95 ai McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It may be
TWO COLUMNS
EXTERMINATE

ber

22,

is the

Harvard-Yal-

e

match

at Cambridge. Other contests of

SELESES

im-

portance include Syracuse vs., Carlisle, Lehigh vs. Lafayette, Minnesota vs. Illinois, Wisconsin vs. Chicago, Missouri vs. Kansas, Weslejai
vs. Trinity, Nebraska vs. Iowa, and
luiane vs. Louisiana. Thanksgiving
day games include the annual Pennsylvania-Cornell
clash, with Carlisle
vs. Brown, Vanderbilt vs. Southern
University, Texas vs. Notre Dame,
Washington State vs. Washington,
and Oregon vs. Multnomah affording
football thrills in other parts of the
country. On Saturday, November
29, the TJ. S. Naval and the Military
academy teams will meet and with
this game taps will sound for the
gridiron warriors of 1913.
s
Tell How He Does It
Ernie Hjertberg, Sweden's national
athletic director and trainer of the
team which recently defeated the
English athletes in an international
dual meet nine events to four, describes his methods and preparations
for the Olympic games at Berlin in
1916 as follows:
"I have four assistants to help me
in my work now. For the early part
of this year my men were at the
towns, Gothenburg, Lund,
and, of course, Stockholm. Their
work was to see that university men
were taught what to do and how to
do it, and to report to me, while I
made trips round to see how the men
were going on, to give advice and
Instruction. I have planned to visit
44 cities in Sweden this fall, spending one to three days at each, giving
instructions to the local people, getting into touch with likely young
runners, and arranging to be kept informed of their progrer-- ; I shall attend all the big athletic meets, so
that I can note improvement and the
development of style, correct any little faults, and so on. Then next year,
as soon as the season opens, I shall
make flying trips around again to
find out how the athletes and also
how sport in the districts is progress-

the conclusion of the war with China needed at any time to correct sour
wind
or
colic, diarrhoea
the "head hunters," so named because stomach,
summer complaint. It is a wholeof their custom of bringing human some remedy, contains) no opium, morheads to all ceremonies, numbered phine or injurious drug of any kind.
about 150,00, but successive cam- Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by
Co. Adv.
paigns and peace overtures by the Central Drug
to
now
limited
have
.them
Japanese
the Taruco tribe, the wildest of all,
who inhabit the rugged and precipi- FOOTBALL
OUTLOOK
tous mountains near the eastern
coast The present Japanese force
of subjugation comprises 3,000 men.
A
made up native troops and the police
force of the island. It is divided
into two columns and is In charge of PROSPECTS
BRIGHT FOR MORE
General Sakuma, the governor genGAMES AND MORE INTEREST
eral of Formosa.
THAN
LAST YEAR
The Taruco tribesmen came from
the Malay peninsula and are the old
New York, Aug. 2. Although the
est known inhabitants of Formosa, i
lni.erconegiaie tooiDau season is sun
They practice a rude kind of agricul- two months away the shadow of the
ture, wear scarcely any clothing, and
gridiron game is already edg'ng Into
live in wood and bamboo huts on the the
realms of sport. The schedule
heights of almost Inaccessible moun- makers have completed their tasks
tains. They fight from the tops of and the coaches are
issuing calls for
trees, and the campaign against them the
of
, candidates.
The
gathering
will be exceedingly dangerous. . The
first week of September will witness
subjugation In the past has been initial
practice at a number of eastlargely carried on by constructing ern and western
colleges and before
electrically charged wire fences, grad- October is reached
games will have
disually extended into the savage
been won and lost on many a varsity
trict, until the dominion of the head football field.
Judged from present
hunters was restricted to the mounindications, the coming season should ing.
now
assailed.
must
he
which
tains
Tipsters Barred
football in both quality and
The Japanese hope to make peaceful produce such as no
The agreement entered into by a
autumn
previous
farmers out of those who are left at quantity
has witnessed. Few changes have number of English sporting publicathe end of the present expedition.
been made in the playing rules and tions to cease printing the advertiseDiscusses Foreign Relations
both coaches and players will require ments of racing tipsters recalls some
A notable contribution to the disbut little time In which to familiarize interesting memories of the origin
cussion of the relation of the west
themselves with the code alterations. and development of this phase of the
to the east, opened up by the
esMore than 1,000 games are scheduled turf. Although racing was well
land bill agitation, has been
In
tablished
the
In
late
England1
If
the
among the college elevens and
mad
by Count Okuma "the grand
school and preparatory academy eighteenth century it was not until
o! ' man of Japan," who declares that high
contests are included the 1913 games some years later that the tipster made
Japan's future success depends upon will total in excess of 3,000.
his appearance. So far as turf hisher deevlopment of foreign interThe college play opens with a few tory can be relied on, Daniel Dawson
course.
on September 20 was the originator of tipping. He
Count Okuma writes of this proD-- scattering games
first came into prominence in and
contests
the
and
multiply rapidly, on
m in a volume fresh from the preBS.
about the course at Newmarket durSaturdays until the cli1 Iv statesman
constantly uses the succeeding
Although absolutely illit22. ing 1807.
November
on
Is
max
reached
v oid
"taisel," meaning trend, tenwas
erate
a shrewd judge of a
he
Thanksgiving day games are still
dency, current or movement.
race
horse's
and soon became
ability
the
popular .In certain sections of
Into the
known as a remarkable forecaster
of
the
with
but
exception
and
periods, tfie writer country, y
of winners. His fame spread rapidly
Army-Navgame gridiron activpoints out that jn the former period the
and his tips were in great demand
conthe
holiday
oriental races overran Europe, while ity will cease with
by those who desired to wager on
intersectlonal
A
of
tests.
number
in the latter European races invaded
short the results of the various races. He
the oriental world. This pulsation, games will add interest to the
his novel vofor
Beason
Michigan, Syra- profited exceedingly at
or movement of races, Count Okuma football
he
with several
in
fell
until
cation
calls the "taisei" or '"tendency of cuse, Cornell, Notre Dame, Carlisle, educated and clever rogues.
are
all
Vanderbllt and Pennsylvania
history.''
His new companions hit upon the
These successive waves have struck scheduled for long trips and games
of using Dawson's fame as a
plan
in hostile varsity territory. One new
Japan. T'.ie first period began with
means
of eexcuting sensational betting
Harvard-Cornethe
Oda Nobunaga, when the Portugese, game of importance
He was influenced to name
coups.
is
at
match
.Cambridge
Hollanders, English ana other Eurowinners of big stakes a
probable
contests
shown among the leading
peans sought intercourse with Japan.
be- week or more in advance of the races,
usual
clashes
of
the
the
but
fall,
The second was the Russian movefavortween the leading elevens of the thus causing heavy play on the
ment, which oegan to be felt after
were neglectentries
other
while
ite,
their
none
of
150 years of seclusion, and the third country have lost
was furnished
to be ca- - ed. Then Dawson
reached its culmination with the com charm and there is certain
he eliminated
which
with
by
poison
of
the
attendance at a number
Ing of Commodore
Perry from the Pac'ty
the field
leavin
the' public choice,
games.
United States.
clean-ubackers.
his
a
clear
by
for
The first real test game's will come
The attitude of a country toward
was exposed when Lord
scheme
The
Ocon
in
October for,
Saturday,
this world tendency decides its fate. early
Foley lost three of lis nest racers
The count says: "To fol'ow the taisei tober 4, Pennsylvania meets Lafay- at Newmarket in 1811. Dawson and
Is to rise, and to oppose the ta'sei ette, which defeated the Quakers last a confederate named Bishop were armeans destnction.'- - Tnrs law, he autumn. A week later the Carlisle rested and the latter turned king's
the mett'e of Dr.
declares, holds In the material world, Indians will try
evidence. Dawson was convicted of
Sharpe's Cornell team, while Pennand similar chcarges under an
sylvania will try to wipe out the this
made it capital offense to
which
act
memory of Swarthmore'S victory in
horses and cattle.
1912.
Harvard meets Williams and maliciously destroy
at the top of
was
Dawson
hanged
Yale faces Lafayette on the same
in Every
autumn of
In
the
castle
day. Saturday, October IS, will find Cambridge
more
10,000
than
specta
before
1812,
AmComfort and Safety Assured Before the following elevens lined up:
whom had purchased
of
many
tors,
vs.
herst
the Arrival of tha Stork.
Trinity, Colgate vs. .Army,
was a "tonter" at
Dartmouth vs. Williams, Lafayette vs. his tips when he
Newmarket.
Swathmore, Syracuse vs. Princeton,
and Pennsylvania vs. Brown. On October 25 Princeton plays Dartmouth,
Good Reason for His Enthusiasm
When a man has suffered for sever
Michigan meets Vanderbllt, Pennsylal days with colic, diarhoea or other
tackles
vania
and
Minnesota
Carlisle,
form of bowel complaint and is then
has Iowa as opponents.
sound and well by one or two
The month of November brings the cured
doses of Chamberlain's Colic, Colera
The old saytafr what is homo without
a mother Bliould add "Mother's Friend." real clashes of the gridiron year. and Diarrhoea Remedy, as is often the
la thousands of American homes there On the first day of the month Notre case, It is but natural that he should
ts a bottle of this splendid and famous rera-d- y Dame will
play at West Point, Cor- be enthusiastic in his praise of the
that has aided many a woman through
and especially is this the case
the trying ordeal, saved her from suffering nell at Harvard, Syracuse at Michi- remedy,
of a severe attack when life is threatana pain, kept her in health of mind and gan,
State
at
Pennsyl ened. Try it when in need of such a
Pennsylvania
i:
e of baby's coming and had
body In
most w i r! ful Influence in developing a vania, Virginia at Vanderbilt, Wis remedy. It never fails. Sold by all
consin at Minnesota and Colgate at dealers. Adv.
healthy, lo ly disposition In the child.
There I" n other remedy so truly, a help
to nature aa Mother's Friend. It relieves Yale. Saturday, November 18, will
STUDENTS TOO BIBULOUS
the pain and discomfort caused by the see the following big games: Cornell
strain on the ligaments, makes pliant those vs.
Berlin, Germany, Aug. 2. The emvs. PennsylDartmouth
Michigan,
fibres and muscles which Dature Is expandwho is well known to be very
ing and soothe tha Inflammation of breast vania, Harvard vs. Princeton, Penn- peror,
In all things, thinks that
glands.
abstemious
Tenvs.
Notre
State
Dame,
sylvania
Mother's Friend !a an external rempdv,
too
acts quickly and- not only banishes nil dis- nessee vs. Vanderbllt, Yale vs. Brown German university students drink
was
sentence
A
tress In advance, but asHures a speedy and and
this
much,
A
vs.
proving
Northwestern.
Chicago
complete recovery for the mother.
Thus
used by him while receiving the stuehe becomes a healthy woman with all her week later Yale plays Princeton, Dart
etreneth preserved to thoroughly enjoy the mouth faces Carlisle, Cornell opposes dents' homage during his jubilee week.
waring of her child. Mother's Friend can Lafayette, Brown Is at Harvard, Penn- Hlg majesty on this occasion said: "I
lie had at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
8r,d Is really one of the greatest blessing sylvania at Michigan, Chicago at Min- expect you to reduce your consump
ever discovered
for expectant mothers. nesota and Pennsylvania State" will tion of alcohol to a marked degree."
Write to l'.radfleld Regulator Co.,
v
The emperor issued a similar w ant
Kamar lildtt.,
ttnr.t.. "a., ..' t'" '? f ")
(,e Xavy eleven.
buok. Write
It Is most lntstrucuvo.
The big game, of Saturday, Novem ing to the naval cadets of the empire

N
On September 1st the school bells will
ring and vacation days will be over. The children will gather
their books and hasten away to take up their studies for the year, Previous to this, the children will need new
dresses, suits, underwear, hosiery, waists and many other things to fit them out for the school year, We have
,
prepared to assist you to

REDUCE THIS EXPENSE

by quoting money,saving prices on the articles of necessity, such as every mother will be interested in at the
,
present time.
v

Children's

Children's

15c RIBBED BLACK HOSE,
TRIPLE KNEE

NAZARETH WAISTS
All Sizes

,

NAZARETH

TJp-sal- a

UNION

SUITS

PURE LINEN HADKERCHIEFS

Wor:h 7

All Sizes

25c

11c

uni-evrsi-

Children's

Children's

50c

l-2-

c

5c

Children's Dresses Half Price

Boys Suits One Third Off

One lot of children's colored dresses in a large variety of
styles and fabrics, sizes 3 to 14. years, excellent school garments, choice for

Our entire line of boys suits including a variety of styles,
szes 6 t0 15 years '1'?nt or dark patterns, your choice at

HALF PRICE

ONE THIRD OFF

18c Qua,ity

l2c Dress Ginghams

12

GALATEA CLOTH

l3c
CHAMBRAY WAISTS

Qne ot of fancy dresg Ginghanjs fag(. c(?org and g.ood patternS)
all new styles, worth l2jc per yard,' special,
per yard

All Colors

8

t3c
,

yS

All

KstdslSwd

30C

Color

Sizes-F- ast

25c

l-- 2o

3Sa

Boy's

frtoVaaLoadingSloro

Worth 63 to 85 cents
,

8

OStll6tl

186?

S S07l

AUaeTiliZryliar

SouthSidePla

5Qc

Call-fornia- n

1

Divld-histor-

y

ante-mediev-

in a speech which he made at Murwiok In either hand. No matter which boxtome time ago,, and he has several er wins, they will both know they were
times declared that more athletics and In a battle, Is the general opinion of
less beer would Improve the student Denver fans.
Showing, however, how esphysique.
Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
tablished lieer drinking Is as an im
and East
of every Etudpnt celebration, tin:
VVm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif.,
says, "It
five
be
that
mentioned
glassfact may
gives universal satisfaction and I use
es of beer frr (ach student wore paid only Foley's
Honey and Tar Comfor from tbo funds of the University pound for my children." E. C. Rhodes,
of Berlin on the occasion oi the juiil-I- Middleton, Ga., writes, T had a racking lagrlppe cough and finally got re"kommers."
e

lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Compound." Use no other in your family
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
DAY
Quinine and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE
Take LAXATIVE BROMO
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It falls to cure. E. W. Grove's signature is on each box. 25c. Adv.

lewis

ll

llzm

Mf-

ad-a-

--

i

mm

BRUCE-WINTER-

LIKELY

SIGNS

FOR HILL IN DENVER

HILL

S

III 8E

GOOD

RATON AND TRINIDAD LADS IN
, FINE SHAPE FOR BOUT ON
TUESDAY EVENING

MEETS KID BROWN. IN PRELUDE
TO
BOUT AUGUST 11
CHAVE2-BRANNIGA-

Raton, N. M., Aug. 2. It's a sure
go, and the best man wins.
There
are no odds, but wagers are many
2.
Matchmaker
Colo.,
Aug.
Denver,
from pound boxes of
to large
Eddie Pitts of the State Athletic club amounts of coin of thecandy
realm,
and
Kid
Newman
Louie
has signed
Eva 'Winters is in better condition
Brown of Sterling as one of the pre- at this time than he has
ever been
liminary bouts to, the Benny Chavez-Pats- during his fighting career, and Is
by
which is
y

Brannigan match,
scheduled to take place at the stock-- ,
yards stadium Monday evening, August 11. This will be the second meeting of the pair. They put up a whirl
wind battle at the Denver Athletic
club a few months ago and both boys
have been anxious for a return match.
Brown Is one of those aggressive
battlers who Is always willing to mix
matters, and Newman can be depend-- )
ed upon to put up a satisfactory bout.
Both boys can take as well as deliver
punishment, and are game boxers.
The other preliminary events will be
announced during the next few days.
The contest between Brannigan and
Chavez has caused quite a stir in local boxing circles, and from all indi
cations the boys will box before the
largest crowd that has attended any
of the shows staged by the State Ath
letic club. Local fans seems to be
divided in their opinion as to the outcome of this contest. While there are
many who favor Brannlsran on his record, there are others who are of the
opinion that the Mexican will surprise
the Pittsburgh lad in the coming co-

far the most clever and

hard-hittin-

g

lightweight in America today, barring none. The most clever sparring
partners it was possible for him to
retain have admitted that it is Impossible to defeat him, and Bruce, the
negro boy, is going into the tfght of
his life. Winters is admired and a
favorite because of his cleanly and
manly living, and because of it has
developed a physique that he should
well be proud of. Winters looks anything but like a fighter, but when one
visits the training quarters and observes his bouts with sparring partners, he Is easily recognized as the
coming champion of the lightweight
class. He now weighs 138 pounds,
with but two pounds to lose, which
weight he fights best at and when
hardened down to weight will be a
hard man to beat.
The Trinidad Advertiser reports
Bruce as working hard and gaining
many admiring friends in that city.
and is a favorite in the coming match.
Bruce has demonstrated that he .Is
both fast and clever and has a secret
which local fans knn
nothing of. At 130 pounds Bruce is
in excellent condition and will
prove
a whirlwind of scientific
jabs, punts
and blows, if he maintains his pre- lous reputation.

hay-mak- er

The Raton band will accompany
the Raton, Cimarron and Dawson fans
who leave on a special for Trinidad
at 7 o'clock in the evening of
August
5.
Many fans will drive over In motor cars and bookings for seats are

at a premium.
This match promises to be easily
the best that this section of the country ever witnessed.
$100 REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its
stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure s taken Internally acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby
the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength
by
building up the constitution and as- nature
in
Biouug
aoing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO. Tol'
des-troyi-

edo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists 75c.

'

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

J. M. Cunningham, President,

Prank Springer.

,'

D. T.
K

L

AW

V

EC

S.

Hosklns, CashiM.
Lewis. Ass't. Cash

OAS

Interest pkid On Time Deposits

LAS VEG ASSA VINGS BAMIi
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30.000 00

Office Willi the San Miguel National Bank

ntest

Both Brannigan and Chavez are of
the style of boxers admired by local
patrons of boxing. Brannigan Is more
of a rusher than the. Trinidad boy, but
the latter Is not one to back up. pia-veIs no doubt the cleverer of the
two, and showed in his recent bout
that he has a
punch
sleep-producin-g

Wm. Q. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

Vice

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
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HUSBAND NAILED
RUBBER ON GATES

Munford, Ala. "I was so weak and
nervous while passing through the
Change of Life that
I could hardly live.
My husband had to
nail rubber on all the
gates for I could not
stand it to have a

111

gate

"I

.

slam.-

also had back- -

a fullness
in my stomach.
I
noticed that Lydia
E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound was
c.lvertised for such cases and I sent and
a,che and

S;U a bottle.

It

did me so much good

that I kept on taking it and found it to
bo all you claim. I recommend your
to all women afflicted as I
Compound
was. "-F. P. Mullendoee, Munford, Alabama.
Mrs.

An Honest Dependable Medicine

N
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HADLEY COLLECTION PLACED
Santa Fe, N. M Aug. 2. After nearly a year of disarrangement,- the Had-dlememoHal collection has been re-

X
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latest bathing and beach costumes show novel touches of high
Bulgarian and Russian, which add a distinctive note to costumes of
colors. The bathing wrap, matching the suit in material and color,
Is a new Idea in America, brought from the fashionable watering places
.
of France.

THE

DRAPERIES

OF THE MOMENT

Details to Which Woman Must
form If She Would Be Con-

Con-

material or beads.
Skirts with tunics or overskirts frequently have them plaited along the
central front line, held flat under
stitched bands. This gives a decidedly oriental effect.
Draped skirts that show an upward
line at the bottom of the dress have
inset panels of accordion plaited chif-

fon.

.

Net and lace on bodices are draped
into the "scarf sleeve," into butterfly
bows and in graceful, loose lines that
are attached to train around the arm
by means of loops or hung In loops
across the gown as a tulle scarf might
be held.

Lines of chiffon and silk roses are
garlanded or draped over sleeves and
corsage of bodices.
Tulle figures largely In the
on evening gowns.
The main rule In drapery Is to drape
on the figure with an' unlimited
amount of goods and an eye to "'la
linge" that most important feature In
the spring gown.
over-draper-

Russian Blouse
When the
Material Is Laced.
Followed

The lines of the regulation Russian
blouse are not followed out when the
material is laced, no matter whether
it is heavy or thin. The excessive
looseness and drag of the material Is
emphasized in lace even more than in

cloth because all the garments above
the waist are continually made in this
fashion, although there Is an effort to
bring back the round, tight bodice of
Victorian days.
The neck should be cut high at the
back and low In front, if It is possible
for a woman to stand this kind of ex
posure in the afternoon hours. It can
be as low as she wishes as far as fash
ion is concerned, for it seems to put
no limit on .the daytime decolletage.
This makes dressing easier for the
woman of moderate means who wish
es to wear one gown before and after
candle light without the trouble of
adding a guimp1, for gulmps have a
way of riding up even when maae in
the best regulated manner, and under
any kind of a boned foundation they
are most satisfactory.
Not that the lace Russian blouse
should have a boned lining unless
one's figure demands it, for we have
arrived at the most neglige type of
clothes that women have worn since
the Grecian era; even if there is a
boned lining and a corset below the
sagging, drooping, slipping off waist,
neither of the supports must be vis
ible.

BEAUTIFUL EVENING GOWN

Rose Drops.

Put In a small granite
three and a half ounces

i

ORDER

Lines of Regulation
Not

sidered "Smart."

IS FIRST

LOOSENESS

saucepan
sugar
(sifted granulated sugar is best), add
a tablespoonful of water, four drops
of cochineal, and four drops of essence of rose. Stand over the fire,
and as the mixture begins to melt stir
gently for two or three minutes and
then take from the fire. Have ready
large sheets of oiled paper, and pour
the sirup in drops about the size of
large peas in rows on the paper. As
soon as they are firm and hard, remove the drops with a limber knife or
spatula, place on a sieve in a warm
place until thoroughly dry, then pack
in glass jars, or tight boxes.

x

of

Lingerie Hat.

y

placed in the historical rooms in the
Palace. This is a collection of 24
specimens of New Mexican idols, illustrating the various types as they
existed before the coming of the jSpan-iardthe largest of the idols being
measuring 4 feet, 6
nearly
inches in height
i.
The collection was presented to the
society 'in 1896 by Mrs. Walter C
Hadley, as a memorial of her husband,
who was vice president of the society
when he died. It is set up in the
southwest rom, which is, devoted to
the special collections belonging to
the society, including the Cole collection and .the Heister collection.
No other public museum in the
world possesses an exhibit of the
stone idols of New Mexico, that compares with this Hadley collection.

New York, Aug. 2. New York City western hemisphere, but the greatest
has .almost as many telephones as the port of the world. The latest figures
leading cities of Europe combined. available on the commercial activiToday the American metropolis has ties of London and New York give
more than half a milion telephones the latter a supremacy
'oyer London
linked together in a system that re of nearly $200,000,000 for the year.
quires 1,500,000 miles of wire and New York City has today more than
sixty-sevetelephone exchanges to five times the amount of commerca
m.
make it the most complete and
which was carried on by the entire
.Sunday school for Erglish speak-Insystem in the world.
country a half century ago. It is
and Spajjish speaking children
pointed out that the striking charac
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
There is at least one man who has ter of New York's supremacy as the
already made up his mind that the new center of the world's trade is
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF
New York Giants are to figure in the shown by the fact that with the openRev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
next world's championship series. He ing 'of the Panama Canal this city
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun- is W. Gibson
of the Canadian Bank will be nearer to the Asian, Australian,
J.
day excepted. Second mass 8.30: of
Commerce, Quebec. Mr. Gibson Is South American and many of the Afrisermon In English, hymns rendered
so sure that, the Mcraw team will can markets than any of the
great
by the children under the direction finish at the head in the National
European ports.
of the Slaters of Loretto. Third mass
League that he has written a New
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish. York hotel that he Is
For more than a week the coast ar
coming here to
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4 see the contests
for the world's pen- tillery troops from the New York and
Benediction of the Blessed Sacranant, and that he wants accommoda- New England districts have been mobment. At the New Mexico Hospital tions
for himself and wife for the ilizing for the Joint naval and army
for the Insane, mass very fourth
first three weeks in October.
defense exercises to be held in the
Sunday by the pastor.
coast defenses of Long Island Sound!
Women
entering crowded street The joint exercises, which will be
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH, cars
in New York from now on should the most extensive of the kind held
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National look for
the man wearing a blue hut-to- in this section for years, will begin at
avenue, East Las Vegas.
It is a tiny button, but it can be midnight tomorrow and continue for
Eleventh Sunday after Trinity, Aug- found, and the wearer Is a member of one week.
Practically the entire At.
ust 3, 1913.
the Men's League for Woman Suf- lantic fleet will take part in. the
joint
Holy Communion, 7:30.
frage, and one of his principles is to maneuvers, as well as two or more
Sunday School, 9:45.
give his seat to the first woman who flotillas of destroyers frpm the AtMorning prayer and sermon 11.
needs it. The button has for the field lantic torpedo fleet. The highest ofOrder of service at 11 o'clock.
the sky blue of freedom, the chevron ficers of the army and navy wfll witHymn, "Oft in Danger, Oft in Woe," of suffrage in yellow across it, within ness the exercises. The
problems of
this the scales for justice for which defense which will be submitted to
(Gauntlett.)
Communion Office, (Custance.)
the league stands, and below the two the contending forces for solution
Hymn 219, "Here O My Lord, I See letters "M. L." for the name of the Will not be given to the commanding
Thee Face to Face," (Dearie.)
organization.
officers until the exercises begin.
Sermon.
Hymn 414 "Guide Me O Thou
Something like a millenium is exUnder the new amendment to Che
Great Jehova," (Spanish Melody.)
pected to result from the new taxi-ca- liquor tax, all wines, liquors and malt
law which ha3 gone into effect drinks confiscated through the state
Presentation, Chant 189, (Anon.)
this week. The law Is supposed to do excise department must be sold at
Communion Office, (Custanco.)
Gloria in Excelsis, Old Chant, 204 away with shaky old rigs and abolish public auction. Ever since the new
Hymn 354, "Lord When We Bend the "pirate" cabmen. It also regu law wTent into effect, State Excise
lates charges and numerous other Commisioner William W. Farley has
Before Thy Throne," (Wilson.)
Holy matters in relation to the hack busi- been colecting edds and ends of alWednesday, Transfiguration,
ness. But one of the greatest reforms coholic ware, good, bad and mellvm.
Communion, 10:30.
,
This church is open daily for pri- which it is designed to accomplish Is He conducted no less than two hunthe abolition of the exclusive cab dred raids on places where illicit
vate prayer and meditation.
stands before the big hotels and club liquor traffic was believed to be conhouses.
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
Heretofore, it Is said, the ducted. His seizures compdie Bin)
proprietors of the big hotels have barrels of wine, measuring about o
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
reaped handsome profits by farmlfrg gallons to the barrel; 5,000 bott'p of
Communion and preaching 11 a. m out the cab stand privileges In front whiskies, large quantities of bra rties,
of their places.
The charges, the cognacs and cordials, and
Christian Endeavor 7 p. m.
character
or the qual of bottles of beer, all of which will
of
the
drivers,
8
m.
services
p.
Evening
ity of the service mattered little to soon be sold1 to the highest bidders.
them. The new law permits any taxi- h
FIRST M. E. CHUKCH
and National avenue. Rev. til. cab or other public service vehicle to
The irrepressible
Hammerstein!
take its stand before the hotels with Just when most folks naturaDy
C. Anderson, pastor.
Thus ?s the honest
that the famous impressario
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor- out restriction.
g
New York boniface had about
and
gone broke by building for
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
League, 6:45 p. m. Evening deprived of another source of "easy the Londoners the finest opera hffuse
money."
worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
they have ever had he comes back
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
with a quick knockout in the shape
The adoption of an emblem typ of a new home for
all who have no other place of wor
grand opera that
leal of the greatest city of the wes is
rapidly nearing completion In Ell
ship to attend divine services at this
tern world is planned by the mer
n
church.
ington Avenue in this city. Mr.
chant's association, an organization
vennew
his
that
promises
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH fcmed to boost New York as an In ture will be carried out in A No. 1
dustrial g enter. The association has
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor.
style in every detail. Tne operas he
avenue 'and Tenth street Morn inaugurated a prize competition for will present will not be cheap, the
from
the purpose of getting
ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clock, which to make a selectiondesigns em- singers will not be cheap, nor will
for the
Bible study and Sundar school ses
the prices be below the usual stan
s
m. Society of Chris- blem. After the selection has been dard for
sion at 9:45
grand opera. Mr.
made the association will urge mer- Hammerstein's
are relied
m.
6:30
tian Endeavor at
promises
p
manufacturers to place reThe church extends a most hearty chants and
upon by all, who remember how effectof the emblem on packInvitation to all people. Strangers productions
ively he made good on the artistlo
from the city. In side of
shipped
ages
being
But
opera at Manhattan.
and sojourners In the city especially
this way the association plans to keep many persons cannot help asking Os
welcomed.
before the eyes of the business men car how he does it. He has built and
of the entire world the greatness of
managed first class theaters and op
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
New York as a manufacturing and era houses in New
York, in Philadel
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
distributing center.
in
London.
and
From lime to
phia
Green, Pastor.
have
time
announced
the
that
papers
m.
a.
9:45
o'clock,
school,
Sunday
Which reminds us that New York
Morning service with sermon, 11:30 has now developed into not only the he has lost heavily in this or that
venture. But when tie gets ready to
o'clock.
greatest commercial center of the build another opera house he never
B. Y. P. U., 7 o'clock p. m.
seems at a loss for money to put the
Evening service withi sermon, 8
venture through In first-clas- s
HELPLESS AS BABY
shape
o'clock.
time.
and uv.ally In
The public is cordially invited to
attend any of these Bervlces.

pastor. .
Fist mass at 6:30 a. m; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at 3 p m., in Spanish at
3:30 p. m. Rosary an' benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

n

SOR-ROW- S

Long lines are emphasized in the
most
successful draperies, giving
height and dignity to wearers.
In skirts the fullness Is kept either
decidedly up around the hips, with a
POSITIVE PROOF
narrow lower line, or down around the
Should Convince the Greatest Skeptic feet.
Slashed skirts have their fullness
In East Las Vegas
Because it's the evMdenlce of an draped up and caught under clusters
of flowers or held In under straps of

East Las Vegas citizen.
Testimony easily investigated.
of
endorsement
The strongest
merit.
The best proof. Read it:
H. H. Closson, prop. Closson House,
40S Grand Ave., East Las Vegas, N.
M., says: "Some years ago while operating a saw mill, I fell and strained
my back. From that time on, I had
pains across my kidneys. The attacks
steadily got worse. If I worked hard
or brought any strain on my back, I
was troubled more severely. If I took
cold, it settled on my kidneys and the
result was that I could hardly get up
or down. I tried plasters, but they
brought me little benefit. Liniments
failed to help me. I saw and heard
so much in praise of Doan's- Kidney
Pills that I decided to invest 50 cents
In a box. By the time I had finished
half the contents, I could see a great
Improvement and in a short time the
pain was removed. The action of my
kidneys was regulated, too. If I take
cold, It sometimes affects my back
and kidneys and the same is true if
I have had but little
I strain myself.
trouble, however, since I used Doan's
Kidney Pills several years ago and I
have had to take only one box since.
I wHlingly confirm the endorsements
I have given before."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents tor the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

g

.;.
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The popularity of the embroidered
linen hat is well deserved, and a flowered model Is especially attractive.
The design on the crown is a wreath
s
done with the solid
of
stitch, the center of which is punched
.
work.
About the brim at Intervals are ems
and
broidered motifB of
The expunched work combined.
treme edge of the brim is scalloped
Beneath this
and buttonhole-stitched- .
is sewn a frill of lace. A wreath of
tiny flowers encircles the crown and
a rosette and streamer of pale blue
ribbon adorns each side. Why not
make one?
forget-me-not-

u
?

life-siz-

is Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound A Root and Herb .medicine originated nearly-fortyears ago by Lydia
E. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., for controlling female ills.
Its wonderful success in this line has
made it the safest and most dependable
medicine of the age for women and no
The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bagwoman suffering from female ills does dad. Ky., had a bad case of kidney
herself justice who does not give it a trouble and they feared her health
trial.
was permanently Impaired. Mr. Mitchell says, "She was In terrible shape
If yon have the slightest doubt but
I got her to. take Foley Kidney
that Lydia K. Pinkham's

forget-me-not-

Supports for Flowers.
Did you ever fit a piece of pasteModel of white silk veiled with board into the top of a tall vase to
black chiffon and applique and white support a tall, graceful flower? It
lace.
would show too plainly to be of use
811k and Linen.

Silk coats with linen skirts are pop
ular In Paris. These jackets are often
of figured silks. The weave of the lin
en used is open and soft and is known
by the name of crash. The coat Is
one of those little basque effects
reaching the top of the hips. Only
the youthful figure should attempt
this type of costume.
Colored

for Hats.

Crepes
VegetaPills and now she is completely curble Compound will liel p you,vrito
Colored crepes are used principalis
to
more
have
liable
are
Women
to Lydia E.I'inlchamMedieineCo. ed."
as a covering or facing applied flatly
men aid will find

In a glass yase, other than the smoky
glass, says Harper's Bazar. The lead
supports to be used In shallow bowls
or Jars, Javanese fashion, are invaluable. You will like them for tulips,
daffodils, or iris. It matters little
whether they are beautiful In themselves or not, since the flowers usually conceal them.
Flowers In Finger Bowls.
It is a pretty touch to have a flower
like those used for the decoration of
the table floating In each of the finger bowls. A bit of

(confidential) Lynn,Mass.,f or e. kidney trouble than,
on the straw, or as neat little bands,
herbage,
dependable bows and
lour
letter will for opened, Foley Kidney Pills a safe
wings. These crepes are 'e place of
read and answered fov a Woman, and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer all the fashionable
colors.
lum leaf,
end held In strict confidence.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ad-vi-
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Wife so Weak and Nervous
Could Not Stand Least
Noise
How Cured.

-

,

W

n

with a
heart, tucked' into
it, complete the costume.
Some of the recent hot days at the
summer resorts have brought on the
scene a number of lovely embroidered
batiste gowns, with lace let in amid
the embroidery, filet, point de Venlse,
Alencon, and the rest, and net gowns
trimmed with shadow lace and the
eyelet embroidery is a feature in
thicker stuffs. Beads, bugles, pearls,
and diamonds all figure on evening
dresses, which are brilliant and scintillating, and overdresses of chiffon
and net thus treated are decidedly a
feature in the fashions of the hour.
The three quarter length coat-wrafor evening wear has supplanted the
popularity of the full length coat, and
the favorites are fashioned of soft
damasks and brocades. A handsome
wrap of this style is carried out in
purple broche, with a pale purple
background shot with gold threads
land: the conventional design of a
deeper tone. Gold tissue 11 used for
the lining and the wrap has a deep
shawl collar and' cuffs of black satin.
An upstanding frill of pale lavender
chiffon softens the effect of the

"VW

v

v

STRAy TOPICS FROM
V
LITTLE OLD NEW 'YORK
V

Choir Loft

.followed by the two scraggy
feathers
and just above the face line,
form
in
much
so
not
will
lie
styles
as in the beauty of materials and their leaving a rim of velvet, runs the narrow band of ermine.
colorings.
A very graceful and becoming dinIn the autumn frocks the bodices
ner
gown displayed in a New York
will be transparent,
and simply trimmed with fichus, shop is of silver gray charmeuse with
a tunic of deeper gray tarle, embroidfrills and collars.
shown
ered in long lines with tiny diamonds,
furs
tn
The latest novelty
white
and black, ending beyond the
the
for
coming
New
dealers
York
by
very
season is dyed fox skins of pale yel- deep hem of the tulle i.xie,-ilight, flat silver tasels. A love belt
low and dark gold.
o deep orange and copper, and shot
Drapery, it is expected, will be used
in
not
but
tissue, with one big satin rose, orange
this
winter,
on the skirts

v

PULPIT
AND

It is believed the novelty of the fall behind

the complicated arrangement that has
characterized it lately.
Skirts of brocaded' cotton ratine
are delightful, with summer blouses.
Tan, rose and blue are the favored
shades. Such skirts are almost always draped.
Some of the new flounces are being cut on the circle. Also, they are
made from pleatings. But no matter
how many flounces, the foundation
skirts will be narrow.
Stockings with embroidered butterflies about the ankles are made for
evening wear. Each wing of the butterflies is dotted with rhinestones.
Other white silk stockings show
anklets.done In white, nii.l
still others show lace anklets.
Imported models on which fall and
winter styles for women's evening
slippers are based are leather and
cloth color combinations, among
which red, green, gray, white and
champagne are to be featured in strap
and colonial effects.
Hats made entirely of waterproof
tulle are trimmed in knots or frills
placed close beside one another. A
bow of ribbon, or a chiffon rose adorns
one side of the hat. Hats are also
made entirely of ribbon, some stretched plain, some in folds, but never
gathered.
Distinctly attractive is a big flat
tulle hat, like a very wide sailor, with
the brim shorter in front, and round
the low flat crown a ribbon of silver
gauze, that looks as if it had been
meant to fasten neatly with a bow
like a man's, but had been forgotten,
and left with tne ends hanging Just
over the edge on either sWe of the
back.
The large garden hats of leghorn,
maline and lace are trimmed with
black velvet ribbon which is drawn
about the crown and, passing through
slits at the back Is tied in a flat bow
at the back. A single flower is "placed at the side near the edge of the
brim. Frequently chin straps of maline or velvet are a feature of this
dainty confection.
In Paris tulle is no longer enjoying
the favor it did a while back. The
latest thing is to have a black velvet
hat, trimmed with ermine, very nar-noand perhaps two very high, very
scraggy feathers leaning toward1 the
back. The shape of this new hat Is
rather like the military fatigue cap,
very flat at the sides, with two velvet
pointed wings stretching far away

I

HIGHLY COLORED BATHING SUITS

which

sometimes takes the

the
rose geran
is a spring of lemon verbena
d

b

Cor.v-Elght-

tuu-pose- d

hard-workin-

Bp-wor-th

Ham-merstei-

high-clas-
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Down in Mind Unable to Work,
BOPTIST CHURCH
Corner Columbia and Railroad aveand What Helped Her.
nues, Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m by
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a,
Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
m.; B. Y. P U., 3 p m. All are wel Belle Emey, of this place, says: "1 suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
come to attend these services.
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but withCHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
out success. I suffered so very much,
1
in mind, and as hel
Regular services every Sunday morn- that asbecame down
I was in the worst kind
a
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday of shape. baby.
Was unable to do any work.
evening at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall.
I beraa takinar Cardui. the woman's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
aose. By tne time 1 had taken 12 botSometimes the symptoms of kidney tles, my health was completely restored.
1
48 vears years old. but feel aa
and bladder trouble are so plain that am now
1
no one can mistake them. Backache, good as did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me from losing
weak and lame back with soreness ov
mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
my
er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat- in its
favor. I wish I had some
ism, dull headache, and disturbed over poor, suffering women, and power
could
sleep, are all indications of a trouble make them know the good it would da
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve them."
quickly and permanently. Try them.
If you suffer from any of the ailments
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
Adv.
Store.
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
It has been helping weak women for
more than 50 years, and will help you,
HOW THE TROUBLE STARTS
too.
Constipation is the cause of many
ailments and disorders that make life
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it
miserable. Take Chamberlain's Tab
Writt tir: ChsHanoog
Medicine Co., Ladies'
Dept. Chattanooga, Tann., lor Stmal
lets, keep your bowels regular and Advisory
on
Instructions
case
and
your
book, ,:home
you will avoid these diseases. For Treatmenttor Women,"
in plain wrappsr. N.G. 121
sale by all dealers. Ad?,
SHILOH

,

e

Costly Treatment
"I was troubled with constipation
and indigestion and spent hundreds of
dollars for medicine and treatment,"
writes C. H. Hices, of Whitlow. Ark.
"I went to a St. Louis hospital, also
to a hospital in New Orleans, but no
cure was effected. On returning home
I began taking Chamberlain's Tablets,
and worked right along. I used them
for some time and am now all riant."
Sold by all dealers. Adv.

TWITCHELL OPENS SCHOOL
Santa Fe, N. M, Aug. 2. The formal opening of the summer school of
American Archaeology will occur tonight in the assembly room of the old
Palace, at 8:15, when Ralph E. Twitch-ell- ,,
who has done considerable delving
in the historlo and prehistoric past of
the southwest, including studies of
various Papan religions of this section will deliver an address. He 13
well qualified to deliver an Interesting
discourse on this subject, ar.d since
his lecture will be first in the ard.aa-ologloa- l
course It la a fitting sbjf-- t
he will discuss. The lectura will lie
illustrated by slides and ttope
;:o
should know say that it will 1
:'!
?'or!h heaxin.'.
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their holdings have been declared
vacant and their claims cancelled.
Just at present they are trying to get
an extension of time to enable them
to hold their claims, the land they
have settled upon and put to use.
It seems rather hard that these men
should be made the victims of an unfortunate series of cllmatologlcal events, especially when they are so evidently ' of the class which is most needed in this state, that is, the class
which will stay by the land when rains
fail and waters dry up.
The secretary of the interior has
power, at his discretion, to extend the
time which may be granted these
before cancellation of their
with the
claims due to
law. It hardly seems In line with the
,
expressed and declared policy of great-er liberty to the settler to which the
adminstration has pledged itself that
this clemency be not granted to these
men. Everything that will tend to aid
in the development of New Mexico's
rseources is the duty of every loyal
citizen of this state. How much more
then is it the duty of Congressman
Harvey B. Fergusson, to whom appeal
has been made, to do everything within his power to secure the extension
of time these men ask. Actual settlers ought not, it seems to us, to be
called upon to answer for the
ies of the climate
or defu-'eiof the reeion ii wMsh they settle.
law,
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Rosenthal Dancing

Scottish Pits

Party Great Success
Thursday night at the

V:
Bancj.'ef
O. R. C. hall
One of the most delightful .affairs
Mrs. Charles Rosenthal entertained a ever participated in by the local ornumber of friends at a dancing party der of Scottish Rite Masons took place
given in honor of Miss Eddie Zander last night at the Castaneda when that
who is in Las Vegas visitng Mrs, Ro- Order celebrated in honor of a number
senthal. The evening was most
of distinguished Masone from Santa
spent. The music furnished Fe and the organization of the Scot-- !
wag excellenf and it was an "early" tish Rite club.' Four visitors fromj
hour when the happy couples left the Santa Fe arrived last night on train
hall for their respective homes. Dain- No. 2 and the dinner took place im-

Protest Against
9
Society's Lassitude.
With the exception ot a number of
Entered tt the pos.jffiee at Rasi
small
affairs, but nevertheless very
Las Voib'as, New Merloo, for trauv
delightful ones, this week has been
mission through the limited States
a dull one in society. This Is not
malls aa tocond clas9 matter.
the first time that the average has
5
fallen below par this season and it
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
is not the dullest week by any means Everything from soup to nuts;
Daily, by Carrier
that society has endured. Some of Master is the King of Mutts;
$ .05
Per Copy
the more optimistic society folk do Dinner measures two hours long
One Week
J5
not notice the course of events. They Twixt the courses wine and song;
65
One Month
spend their time busily occupied at Not the sparkling champagne drink,
$7.50
One Year
their homes during the day while in But a wine a la red Ink;
i
Daily, by Mail
the evening auto rides in the cool Little Stomach buckles own
$6.00
One Year
atmosphere kill the monotony. Then To his task without a frown;
3.00
Six Months
there is always the fafhful picture Works like fury there below
Bhow to rely upon. With the running While good master sees a show;
of two shows by Managers Duncan Table d'hote Is stowed away;
'
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
and Browne the Las Vegas fold find Little Stomach's earned his pay;
GROWER
that by making the rounds at these "Now I'll rest till morn," says he;
$2.00
One Year
places they have at least had some But, alas, that's not to be!
1.00
Six Months
pleasure out of what seemed at the Just as he curls up to sleep
Comes a high ball broad and
start to be practically nothing.
deep,
A
number
of
Crying: "Cheer up, Little 'Turn:'
informal
have
Mall
in
for
Subscripparties
Advance
(Cash
been given for visiting friends but More to follow! Here I come!"
tions.)
'orstill the Optic society scribblers find Cocktail lands on top of that,
Remit by draft, check or money
i
TltUCK
.'!
room to place hearty protest. There Then the Brothers Gin stand pat;
THE
we
not
will
sent
otherwise
If
der.
are not enough "giddy whirls" In our Tom and Gordon are their names:
be responsible for loss.
he
will
'horse
estimation and more would be thor- Most illustrious are their fames;
always
the
Doubtless
on
applica
Specimen copies free
in oughly appreciated for the benefit Lobster salad is the next;
but
some
purposes,
for
in
demand
tion.
the matter of. hauling heavy loads he of this column. If suggestions will be Little Stomach is quite vexed;
AT is
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
high!
likely in the not distant future to of any assistance to those who wish Holy Smoke! Hang
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME ' be largely, if not wholly, supplanted to entertain and are at a loss as to Splash a quart of extra dry.
Little Stomach now Is peeved, "
PAID FOR
by the motor truck. The current issue whom the guest shall by we will go
of. Leslie's Weekly, which is a Motor even as far as to supply lists of the Hurt, indignant, sorely grieved;
Advertisers are guaranteed the Truck Number, emphasizes, in various local and visiting elite, all eligible Joke's a joke, when it's at par,
largest daily and weekly circulation ways, the rapidly increasing vogue of for entertainment. But Las Vegas But this joke has gone too far;
or any newspaper In northern New
Little Stomach thus doth quoth:
the motor" truck. The articles on the isn't the only place that's quiet and
.Mexico.
that
"By the sacred stomach oath,
has
isn't
the
the
paper
Optic
only
subject are: "Many'Trucks for Many
on social events. Even I'll get even with this gink
a
kick
coming
Slauson;
Harold
Whiting
Uses" by
the versatile Coral Clyce, edTior of For this too excessive drink "
Economy of the Motor in a Large
TELEPHONES
L'ENVOl
the society column' of the Albuquer"SuppleMain 2 Business" by Elisha Flagg;
Business Office
has
(The
B.
After)
Journal,
Morning
registered
Morning
que
Power"
Truck
of
by
Main 9 mentary Uses
News Department
Elec-tri- e a complaint against the deadness of "Oh, my dear, dear, acmlng" head.
D. Hills; and "The Rise of the
Would to goodness I were dead:
ot society leaders.
Commercial Vehicle" by Arthur her circle
Of
course
more
has
Coral
territory Oh, so very sick am I
SATURDAY, AUGUST 2, 1913.
Williams. The cover design "Honk!
shows Joy 'twould give me just to die!"
well
we
It
to
than
cover
but
in
is
Honk!" by Daniel T. Workman,
is general over the Little Stomach laughs with glee:
movement
the
that
isIIUNGI.K
the
of
character
keeping with the
"
!
state. Next week may help some "Serves him right!
sue. The other noteworthy letterpress
Boston Post.
The
indications.
from
the
present
Her
Catron
of
Benton
Thomas
Sake
Senator
features include "For the
V
sounds a warning in his speech of Soul," the sixth chapter of ReginalJ Elks' informal dance and the jolly
two Interest in Music-Ar- t
will
club
be
dance
Buen
Tiempo
serial
yesterday on tihe proposed tariff, Wright Kauffman's remarkable
of the main events while there seems
Lecture Great
which Is well to the point He de
"How W. J. Bryan Lost a Leg- to be a
story;
Much Interest, is being manifested
general bullish tendency- - in
clares that free wool will mean the acy of $50,000-- His
Explanation
lecture to
the market, to borrow a phrase from in the illustrated music-ar- t
buying up of the small flocks through.
nu TTfln Savs" by Ed' A. Goe- the
The latter part be given at the Duncan opera house
stock exchange.
wool
"You're
state
prothe
the
and
larger,
by
nit
Illustrated by "Zim";
of the month will naturally start the on the evening of Monday, August 11,
ducers and their holding for consoli vey
"
by James R. Frazer.
under the direction of Professor E. E.
dation into a hutre monopoly. He as TheTlu'stratns are plentiful, notable autumn social whirl. The
of both local schools will bring sev- Wentworth Lay ton. professor Layton
serts that such a procedure will pre
compnse,
and
vent the lowering of the cost of liv and attract! "Unique Specimens of eral events while a number of those will be assisted by Miss Sara May
vacathings,
the society folk who have been on
Raynolds, grand opera; Miss Gladys
ing which is expected1 by the demo other,
Handiwork," "News of
will return
summer
the
tions
Miss Dorothy Coors,
during
crats to result from free wool, and Tngenlous
.
- wMures": "Isn't it About awakened to new stunts for the edi- Tralnor,
lie declares that It will allow the
ballad; Mrs. Charles O'Malley, violin;
fication of society.
Mrs. Charles Kohn, accompanist. Pian
foreign manufacturer to enter this
n.Vomon'" a cartoon uy f
of the summer session ists to appear on the program are
The
closing
American
undersell
and
the
-wintry
TaiKeu
of the New Mexico Normal university Miss Mary Tipton, Miss Mary Gran
wool fabric maker.
World's News,"
also closed a series of affairs, both barth. Miss Clarabelle Adler, Miss
And In all of these things he Is
7
aero."
Troora
Jayc
116
general and individual. This session,
Just exactly right.
Larkin, Mr. Alvin Appel,
conditions and prospect, which' was largely attended by young Margaret
the
cusses
wool
'The senator knows what free
Professor Layton. A violin club will
roany
swers
an
and ably
ladies, although an occasional young be one of the features of the enter"Will do to New Mexico, for he was , Wall street,
reaue.f
his
man was seen, was most successful, tainment. It comprises the following
from
iT.milrles
a citizen of the state then territory
onmirlties
both in an educational and social members: Miss Leona Greenclay, Miss
when a like condition wrought hav- various una"-"- ii
way. During the session a number of
oc in 1S91 and 1S95. In common with
told 'em the affairs were given in honor of the Lucy Myers, Miss Nellie Parnell, Miss
Catron
Senator
who
man
then
here
lived
And
Thelma Colman, Miss Ruth Seelinger,
very other
students and as a whole the public Mr. Walter Kolbo, Mr. Charles Fan
he knows what a Jimunition In the truth.
disspirit of Las Vegas was well
total Income of the state resulted
streets. Keep played. Those students who left Las ning and Mr. Edward Johnson.
' Illustrative Program
from decreased sales of wool, depreNow we have g raded
Vegas the latter part of last week
ciated sheep, and free competition up the good work.
Fine
individual stereopticon views
and who will not return next summer and. rare and
with cheap wools from other counoriginal phonographic
with them a jolly rememtries.
Some men's head and feet are so have taken
Indian and Oriental
records
both
of
In one particular his prophecy has closely related that their corns ache brance of the good times in which music.
they participated during their stay
already begun to see fulfillment. This every time they try to think.
Bird and oriental music on the violin'
'"'
in
Las Vegas. The Commercial club,
Is in the buying tip of small flocks.
--- a
and yutkum, Mrs. Charles
ghinry
entertained
as will be remembered,
Large holders of sheep in the state
And corn whistled skyward like a
O'Malley.
afhave already begun to buy up the rocket. Wonder who will be hit by the students royally while other
"The Dragon Song," from the old
came in
of
equal
importance
fairs
smaller flocks, in anticipation of just the stick when it comes down.
Chinese,
Dorothy Coors, Mrs. O'Malley
of
those
number
A
close sequence.
such an action as the senator has
Alvin
and
Appel.
the summer
students who attend
outlined, because they expect free
Cotton is rather short, it appears,
"Sarabande,"
by Bach, E. E. Wentattend
the
to
wool as a natural consequence of a tut New Mexico is still producing school are planning
worth Layton.
from
Information
session.
winter
democratic control in national af"Marche Funebre," by Beethoven,
crops and plenty of prosper- the officials of the university says
fairs.
'i
Mary Tipton.
ity,
never
have
who
a
number
that
The stand made by the senator
o"Springtide," by Becker, Miss GlaLas Vegas will attend.
was a strong one and the only one
is
a
siesmologist,
Tralnor and Mrs. Kohn.
Professor Milne,
dys
a
maintain
school
jolly
The high
In Justice to his fellow citizens of
dead. That title is enough to do the social season during their school
March," by Mendelssohn,
"Wedding
New Mexico that he could take, ,
business even if he had not been 63
strenu- Violin club.
their
with
and
together
was
year
last
the
Campaign It,
During
'
"Salve d'amor" (from Tannhauser)
years old!
ous educational work they will be.
freely talked in several' places that
o
fall
Wagner, Sara' May Raynolds and Mrs.
prominent in social circles this
we would all get along without starv- '.
A senator appeared on a :ptreet car and winter. With this in view the Kohn:
ing if free wool was incorporated in In the capital minus his ,collar; the
"Melody in F." by Rubinstein, Mary
few weeks can be spent in
the tariff." Maybe so, hut those of
senator coming
But
Graubarth
any
and E. E. Wentworth Lay-tohardly
other
turned
day.
a quiet way and anticipations
tis who were In New Mexico in 1895
a conar,
admit
A
is
rest
would
wearing
season.
this
always
toward
expect that If this plan goes through
l
"Hungarian Dance," by Brahms,
beneficial and will be especially
some of ua will get almighty hungry.
Mrs. O'Malley and Mrs. Kohn.
of
the
members
male
to
the
o
"Ave Maria," by
GlaA visitor says Las Vegas has the social set as is shown by the followneatest and prettiest backyards in the ing verse. Not that any Las Vegaas dys Tralnor and Mrs. Kohn.
REGULATING Til E
WKATHE11
"Erl Kirig," by Schubert-Hest- ,
state. Perhaps a Ladies' Civic Clean- may be guilty but this is just a iittle
Mrs.
the
of
some
enKohn.
would
on
the
help
isside information
subject
ing league
More than 100 entrymen in San Juan other towns.
"Nocturne," No. 2 Op. G, by Chopin,
titled
o
Mrs. O'Malley and Mrs. Kohn.
scounty are protesting against eviction
LITTLE STOMACH
from their claims, due to legal techniGreat Britfdn has been joined by
"Humoresque," by Dvorak, E. E.
(Inside information)
calities. These men are actual bona Russia In her determination not to Little Stomach wakes up oright,
Wentworth Layton and Clarabelle
Tide settlers, who have lived on their participate In the exposition at San
Adler.
Feeling good slept well all night;
claims for from five to seevn years. Francisco In 1915. Austria and Ger- Master sends his breakfast down
"Peer Gynt" (exeerpt) by Grieg,
That they had stamina and courage is many aro doubtful. Well, they'll nev-e- d Bacon, eggs, coffee brown;
Mrs. O'Malley and Mrs. Kohn.
indicated by the fact that they re"Rltorna Vincitor" (from "Aida")
know what they missed.
Little Stomach goes to work
o
mained on the ground despiW two dry
To digest without a shirk;
by Verdi, Sara May Raynolds and Mrs.
of a Breakfast scarcely finished when
Thirty-fou- r
Kohn.
years, years that were fraught with
men, neighbors
hardships and struggles for all of farmer who wss ill with typhoid, har- Here comes lunch-.- for two men!
"Prelude," by McDowell, Mrs. Kohn.
:1hem.
"From an Indian Lodge," by Mcvested his crops 'for him in Burling- Little Stomach onward toils
But because they raised no crops ton. Kna,the other day. They must Through the fricasseed and broils;
Dowell, Margaret Larkin.
t'lcxe dry years, or raised a lesser have thei real New Mexico spirit back Then, as if to get his goat.
"Ojos Criollos" by Gottschalk, Mrs.
r.innber :of acres than is required by there.- - Comes a dinner, tabe d'hote;
Kohn and E. E. Wentworth Layton. "
delin-quenc-
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Theater Party
Monday Evening.
Mrs. T .B. Bpwen

was hostess at
a theater
party at the Photoplay
theater last Monday night. The party
was given in honor of Mrs. J. Ahbie
Eldridge, the head of the Grand Matrons of New Mexico. Those present
were Mrs. J. Abbte Eldridge, Mrs. J.
C. Johnson, Mrs. F. B. McGulre, Mrs.
G. A. Milroy, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mohr, Mrs. M. R. Williams, Mrs. M.
Fleck, Mrs. Ben Coles, Mrs. M. Howell, Mrs. A. M. Bailey, and Mrs. H. R.
A very enjoyable evening
McKee.
was spent and Mrs. J. A. Eldridge
was greatly pleased with the way In
which she was treated by the Las
Vegas order.
.
Card Party for
the Stroussens
Last Wednesday evening at her
homeMr. and Mrs Gus Speicher entertained a number of their friends
at a card party given In honor of Mr.
and Mrs. Claude StrauBsefi, who left
this week for Raton where they will
reside. A very enjoyable evening was
spent ending with the serving of a
delicious course luncheon. Those present were Mr. and Mrs. C. Straussen,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Coles, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hayward and Mr. and
Mrs. Gus Speicher.
,

8

'

Bach-Gouno-

'

is

Hostess Thursday Evening
Miss Ruth Anderson was hostess at
a delightful party Thursday night.
During the evening outdoor games
were played after which tasty refreshments were served. Those present
were Miss Ruth Conrad, Miss Pearl
Ellis, Miss Mina Pochel, Miss Silvia
Pochel and Miss Marie Roberts.

!
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SATO till JIT Ijife

AT BACMAiLACE'S
These a. re not ordinary values. An inspection will prove each
special to be a money saver. Goods may be had only at the speci
fied a.dv rtistd time
31 Inch Book Told Percale

American Print Calico

Good Wash Fabric

Monda.y

Monday
W'.

Black or

White-Doubl-

e

--

Monday

Inch Gooti Patterns, Per
Yard

It a

'

Women's Lisle Hose, i65c Values

Any $4.00 Oxford or Pump
Your Choice, Per Pair

3Do

'

7to'9

Per Pair
:

EVEHY MAN'S

MONDAY

i

Saturday Night Only

":

Any Size
Tips

.

Saturday Night Only
.7 to 9

Per Pair

&1.10

27

,

Saturday Night Only
7 to 9
$1.50 Silk Gloves

Best Dress Ginghams
J

Any Color. Per Y&rd
B 3-- c
w

Yards' 'far 7Dc

0200
MONDAY
t

35c

Iron Clad Hose
Children. Per Pair

for SHIRT

2Go
OPPOSITE

'

,

'

v v v

vis-ite- d

-

.

Reg-ensber-

'

i

street. Many pieces of fancy sewing
were brought out and worked upon after which appetizing refreshments
were served. Those present were Mrs.
Rufus Mead, Mrs. Frank Crail, Mrs.
O. D. Gephart, Mrs. B. T. Read, Mrs.
William Shillinglaw, Mrs. R. R. Larmediately afterward. The dinner was kin, and Mrs. C. M. Bernhardt.
4 4
one of the best ever served In the hotel and was thoroughly, enjoyed by Good Time
all. During the evening a number of on the Way
The Buen Vlempo. club will give
informal speeches were made The
dance next week at
affair w as a complete success in ev- their
ery way. These present at the dinner the Commercial club. The floor at
weer as follows: Guests: 1. H. Han-na- , the club which following the recent
Santa Fe, Charles A. Wheelon, rewaxing has been rather sticky, Is
Santa Fe, E. R. Paul, Panta Fe. J. W. now in excellent shape as a result of
Norment, Santa Fe. Local members: the numerous dances that have been
D. Stern, given at the club during the past two
W. J. Lucas, president;
vice president; II. S. Van Petten, sec- weeks. The music will be as usual
retary; D. L. Batchelor, S. Bacharach, the best obtainable.
4 4
J. C. Barton, E. E. Breese, M. Greenherger, J. D. Hand, H. S. Haskell, G. Monday Bridge
H. KInkel, F. M. Lyon, W. P. Mills, Club Meeting
The Monday Bridge club met this
H. G. Mohr, W. E. Nles, H. A. Peters,
A. M. Staly, W. H. Springer, R. J. week at the h'ome of Mrs. B. T. Mills
Taupert, A. J. Wertz, G. H. Hunker. on Eighth street. Delicious refreshments were served during the afterThe menu served was as follows:
noon. Those present were Mrs. F. M.
of
Caviar
Canape
Lyon, Mrs. M. Turner, Mrs. J. D.
Green Turtle
Celery Barnes, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. S. B.
Ripe Olives
Rohrer, Miss Kinderdine and Mrs.
Baby Trout Montagnarde
Cora Bailey.
lamb Chops Nelson
t
it
Green Peas
Elks to Dance
Maraschino Punch
Next Thurdsday
Roast Spring Chicken
The Elks will give their next inPotatoes
formal dance next Tuesday evening at
Whole Tomato a la Mayoinase
TuttI Fruitti Ice Cream Fancy Cakee the club. This affair promises to be
Roquefort Chese Toasted Ber.s Biscuit a big factor towards making the social events for this week lively and
Cafe Noir
Tomorrow morning those who were will doubtless be very enjoyable, the
present at the dinner will go by auto- Elks having a reputation for enjoyable
mobile to the J. D. Hand ranch where affairs.
4 4 4
they will he the guests of Mr Hand at
Miss Smith,
fish fry.
Entertains at Cards
Miss Esther Smith entertained
a
t
Friday Afternoon
party of friends at cards at her home
Bridge Club Meets.
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club Friday evening. Refreshments were
met this week at the home' of Mrs. served. The guests were Leo RegensHerbert Clark on Columbia avenue. berg, William Davis, Walter Cayot,
The gathering was a very enjoyable Ernest Smith, Homer Reed, Isabel
affair as It has been some time since Smith Grace Mahon, Ethel Mahon and
the club has met. During the after-- ' Mamie Marsh.
noon appetizing refreshments were
served. Those present Included Mrs.
The riot stick has Jjpplaated the
Hal Raynolds, Mrs. Ned Raynolds, bayonet In the strike troubles of the
Mrs. Stephen Davis, Mrs. Earl Hoke,' east. The world do move!
A crack
Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mrs. Charles A. over the head with a waigon-spok- e
Losey, Mrs. beats a slash with a knife any day.
Spies Mrs. Clifford'
Brownie Raynolds, Mrs. W. E. Kaser,
Mrs. Henri de Magnin and Mrs. W.
And Raton also hopes to have Mr.
C, Bailey.
Fielding locate there with his motioD
4
4
picture company.
Linns Entertain
Numerous Friends
The Montana Federation of Labor
Last Monday evening Mr. and Mrs. holds its annual convention at RoundP. A. Linn entertained a number of up this month.
their friends at a party Which proved
to be very enjoyable. Cards In the
A report of the Interstate commerce
form of "500" constituted the enter- commission gives 1,699,218 as tbe totainment for the evening" which was tal numbero of men and women employclosed by the serving of delicious re- ed by the steam railways of the Unifreshments. Those present weri Mr. ted States.
and Mrs. James Cook, Mr and Mrs.
S A. Tiffavr, Jr. and Mrs Ben Ccles,
According to an official estimate no
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Speicher, Mr. and fewer than 3,000 of the 19,000 nem-ber- s
Mrs. Walter Hayward, Mr. and. Mrs.
of the Typographical Association
C. E. Lewis and Mr. and Mrs. P. a! of Great Britain are withoiir
regular
Linn.
employment.

served during the
ty refreshments
evening made the affair additionally
enjoyable. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Greenclay, Mr. and
Mrs. Simon Bacharach, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Danziger, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Danziger, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Appel, Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Rosen
thal, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lewis, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs.
M. Greenherger, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Stern, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Stern, Mr.
and Mrs. David Winternitz, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Taichert, Mrs. T. Brash, Mrs. C.
Morse, Mrs. D. Llebstadter, Miss Eddie
Zander, Miss Henrietta Rothschild,
Miss Regina Stern, Miss Lucy Rosenthal, Miss Minnie Cellers, Miss Caroline Greenherger, Miss Beatrice
Miss Helen Jaffa, Miss Hannah Frank, Miss Louise Frank, Mr.
Ted Brash, Mr. Louis Ilfeld, Mr. Leo
Regensberg, Mr. Sam Greenherger,
Mr. Julius Krause, Mr. C. Baum, Mr.
Joe Danziger, Mr. H. Appel, Mr. Saul
Rosenthal and Mr. Milton Taichert.

Miss Anderson

Sewing Club Meets
With Mrs. Roberts
Afternoon Sewing
The Thursday
club met this week at the home of
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts on Fifth
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quickly at hand and the men ;ere
hauled one by one to the deck. All
were unconscious when they reached
'
the air.
weeks.
The 6 was built In Philadelphia
Joe Harberg of Philadelphia re- and was scheduled to have an acceptturned last evening from Mora with ance trial today. The five naval ofMr. and Mrs. Ike Bacharach.
Mr. ficers composing the trial board were
Harberg is on his way home after hav- on a schooner nearby when the acciing spent the past month at Mora look- dent occurred.
ing after his business interests.
Joe Harflurg of Mora came in this
morning from his home at that place BATTLING
CHICO
for a short business visit in Las
Vegas. Mr. Harburg states that the
agricultural conditions in and around BESTED
BY CHAVEZ
Mora are the best that have been
seen for years and that the crops
will be large this 'year.
ROUNDS ACThe traffic to the famous Harvey ONLY ONE OF TEN
CORDED TO GAME LITTLE
ranch this morning was the heaviest
FIGHTER FROM COAST
that has been seen this summer. Two
left
to
limit
the
loaded
large wagons
Aug. 2. Benny Cha
Albuquerque,
the plaza this morning. Among those
the
LivColo., featherweight
vez,
Trinidad,
Rachel
Miss
who went out were
RosSn-thaover Battling
his
Louis
superiority
proved
Arthur
Evans,
ingston,
George Skafte and son and a Chico, Los Angeles bantamweight, in
a furious
bout staged last
number of others.
Mrs. N. Well and daughter, Miss night at Ellis theater by the Moose
Edith, left for their home in Ocate club. Chlco could be credited with
early in the week, accompanied by but one round of the ten, the sixth,
Misses Helen and Ruth Nahm and and though he apparently finished the
Mr. Harold Cohn of this city. The stronger of the two boys, Chavez had
party was joined at Wagon Mound outfought, outboxed and outguessed
J. S. Bowman,, Henry the Battler. It was a bout that was
bjy Messrs.
Sawtell of Chicago and Ernest Gold- fiercely contested from gong to gong,
smith of Pueblo, all of whom are but despite the terific pace set by
guests at a house party at the Weil both, neither boy ever appeared near
a knockout.
home at Ocate.
There were no knock
downs, though each boy slipped to the
floor several times when he misised
Mrs. R. Ross, accompanied by ner
daughter, Miss May Ross, left this
afternoon for Santa Fe, where" they
will visit friends for the next three

PERSONALS

SATURDAY'

AUGv

'1ST 2, 1913.

out in Lansing yesterday
?nd its publication In full here today
aroused" the union men's indignation.
was given

day.

Large came in this afternoon
from his home at Valmora and1 wlli
remain in this city for the next few
O. S.

days.

Milton Taichert and Louis Rosenthal left this morning for Harvey's
whore they will spend the coming

l,

ten-roun- d

TOMORROW THE BIG

WAITRESS HELD FOR MUTINY
Chicago, Aug. 2. "I did not know
I waa committing mutiny on the high
seas when I refused to do another
girl's work in addition to my. own,''
said Lillian Clarkson, charged with a
violation of the federal laws. Several
weeks ago Miss Clarkson grew tired
of being a stenographer in Chicago
and obtained a position as a waitress
on the steamer North American which
sails between this port and Lake Superior points.
Captain A. E. Johnston testified that.
July 24 he was informed that Miss
Clarkson refused to do her work. When
he found her she was reading a novel.
He advised her that if she refused to
obey a command of the ship's master
she would be punished for violating
the federal marine laws. When she
heard this she consented to obey orders, but the captain said after he
left that she again refused to work.
Margaret Lean, the head walfess, testified that one cf ihe girls was sick
?nd that Hie work Ir- the dining rerm
v 13 heavier than usual on the lay in

i;hy make money

IF YOU FOOL IT AWAY?
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PEOPLES
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Hol-ma-
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TRUST CO.

-

5112,000.00

:

Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
Boston at St. Louis.
American League
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.

Detroit at Washington.
Cleveland at Boston.

i

Tasty Summer Breakfasts
Prepared by Electricity

American Association
Columbus at Louisville.
Indianapolis at Toledo.

Milwaukee at Minneapolis.
Kansas City at St. Paul.

KEEN

appetite Is a real delight on hot days. It gives you zest
and vigor to perform your daily tasks
better. Delicious, palatable breakfasts
may be prepared all summer long, if you
have an Electric Toaster. If you ever
have had the delightful experience of
eating toast made on an Electric Toaster, you know how good it is how its
savory, wholesome odor, its crisp, golden
brown color tempt your flagging appetite. You can enjoy this convenience in

Western League
Denver at Sioux City.
Lincoln at Omaha.
Wichita at Des Moine
St. Joseph at Topeka.
YESTERDAY'S

BASEBALL

National League.
New York, 5; Chicago,

At Chicago

n

TROOPS

y

National League
New York at Chicago.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.

swings.

seml-windu- p

-

BAK

semi-annuall-

TODAY'S BASEBALL

"The captain is responsible for the
safety of his passengers on a steamship and the law says his commands
must be obeyed," said Commissioner
Foote, as he held the girl to the federal grand jury in bonds of $200.

'

OUR BANK YOUR. BANK

with Safety' 4 Per cent
pay liberal interest COn9w'tent
impounded
2
on Savings Aceouu3, per cent on Checking Accounts

VVe

That
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tioned
night's

DAI FOR THE

1

When JtfH 'e W0RKED HARD for your money, put it in ft bank and HAVE
iabor of yo'ir younger days
fhen yU gT0W ld t0 show fgr th?
SOMETJtlttf

question.

Chavez is the master of Chico
WALSH ENDORSES TARIFF
ring cannot be seriously ques2.
Senator
Aug.
week.
Washington,
BAND
by anyone who witnessed last Walsh of Montana, one of the demMr. and Mrs. P. Nolan
left last
fight, for his advantage of ocrats whose position on free wool
night for Denver, where they will
and reach were a com- had been the
height
weight,
visit friends and relatives for several
subject of some specua sturdy, game boy
even
bination
that
MOUND
WAGON
AND
VEGAS
LAS
weeks.
lation, emphatically endorsed the enlike Chico could not overcome. But tire tariff bill in a speech today. He
DIAMOND STARS TO COMPETE
Miss Shirley Nutter left this afterthese advantages. Chavez failed declared that the wool, sugar, flax
with
FOR ITS BENEFIT
noon for Wagon Mound where she
to
a stiff enough punch to
master
two
next
will visit friends for the
and other Interests of his state would
a
score
knockout, though he tried re- not be ruined as predicted by reThat ball game that is to be played
weeks.
over the sleep proJ. R. Bryan left this afternoon for tomorrow at Amusement park between peatedly to put
publican senators.
who may dispute
those
ducer.
For
of
those
and
stars
of
Las
Ve?as
the
at
after
Portales
home
his
having
"Sympathy over the deplorable
information
been here for the national guard en- Wagon Mound will be some game, the weight question, the
plight of the sheep grower is altois herewith given that at the wetgh-iproviding, of course, the long looked
campment.
gra tuitlous," declared Senagether
3 o'clock, ChaMiss Louise Lowry left this after- for rain doesn't show up. The batter yesterday afternoon at
tor Walsh. "He is not asking it.
noon for Denver, where she will visit ies for the two teams have been prac- vez tipped the scales a fraction under Give him a law which will prevent
friends and relatives the remainder ticing; today and by tomorrow after 119 pounds, while Chico balanced the the fraudulent dealer from imposing
bar at 112. It was estimated that at
noon will be in excellent shape.
of this month.
upon the public by palming off as
Evans and Iden will act as the bat ringside, Chavez outweighed Chico pure wool fabrics of original manuRichard Dunn, a general merchant
of Gascon, came in last evening and tery for the Las Vegas team and some about ten popnds.
facture from the long fibre, goods
The preliminaries, of which there that are
will be a business visitor in this city excellent service may be expected
largely cotton or the product
for a few days.
from these men. Evans has a strong were two, were good. In the curtain of renovated rags, shoddy or other
W. J. Taylor of Valmora Is in town arm caused from excessive hard work raiser, Referee Harry Sharer gave waste. Give him free access to the
on a short business visit. 'He will in his business with the Wells Fargo Benny Carson the decision over Kid public range, the mountain pastures
return to his home some time the Express company and the change from Sanchez near tjie close of the third and he will ask no' odds."
to
first of the week.
the handling of trunks and other large round, when the latter was unable
adto
the
punches
of
continue,
owing
Las articles will find him able to deliver
Lorenzo Delgado, mayor
exVegas, will leave tonight for Mis the sphere at a vicious speed. Iden ministered by Carson and physical
Why People Attend Theater.
had
the
to
he
haustion
due
fight
put
The playwright is never and will
souri, where he will be on business is a star at the stopping game and
never be bettered by watching plays,
for several weeks.
has placed a guarantee with Manager up In the three rounds. The
a
but
as
carded
event",
Edith
by watching audiences. People go
and
"special
Kings
Roebuck
some
will
F. O. Blood that he
put up
Harry
was a rattling good exhibition, with to the theater for the same reason
ley returned last evening from Har classy exhibition tomorrow.
the Los Angeles feath- that they go to church, concerts, picvey's where they have been visitors
Keyes and Sterret will act aa the Harry Atwood,
ture
the
for relief
a Kan- from galleries or of opera
for the past week.
the stress
real life. Let the
stopper and starter of the sphere for erweight, and Harry Thorpe,
Mrs. C. A. Purcell left today for the Wagon, Mound bunch. It Is said sas City lightweight, traveling the six young playwright sit among playgoers,
huswhich had not among other playwrights, and get
Raton, where she will meet her
that they are the fastest battery in rounds to a
to
some
time
how he may contribute
band, who was transferred
the southwest. Twelve automobiles previously been agreed upon and to understand
relief
the
of
the vast army of tired
bewas
announced
which
division.
agreement
.ago to that
will convey the.,Wagon Mound team
men and women. He will find that
Dave Conway left this afternoon for and boosters to Las Vegas tomorrom fore the boys started milling.
what people ask of the theater Is not
Chicago, where he will visit relatives morning. They will start from their
the real people rush to the theater
to escape from the real. He will find
for several weeks and also see some home early in the morning and at
that the theater Is most powerful and
real baseball games.
noon, will pitch a camp and cook their
Its attendance greatest when audiLIKELY
O. T. Hutchinson and son William dinners
Las
in
arrival
their
making
ences are given plays in which the
arrived in Las Vegas last night from Vejras at about 1:30 o'clock. The
real is invested with van Idea which
their home at Ripley, W. Va., and game is called for 2:30 o'clock.
Is all that any of us ever mean by
the
present.
SOON
for
here
BE
locate
will
the word ideal. Charles Frohman.
Out of consideration for the Las Veboth
II. A. Marshall and E. Wilson,
gas team and the band the Wagon
employes of the stale insane hospital, Mound boys refuse to accept any of the
Housewife In the Making.
Miss Emery had given little Tim a
REleft this morning for Watrous, wher funds that will be taken in at the gate ACTIVITY
ON
INCREASES
several
simple problem In addition that he
they will be on business for
tomorrow afternoon. This shows that
CEIPT OF WORD MILITIA
'
failed to work out. "Numbers are
days.
WITDRAWN
the
Las
BE
MAY
are
and
boosters
they
hearty
dry," she reasoned with herself, and
Air. and Mrs. Arthur SacKet and
Vegas citizens are pleased with this
determined to make the lesson more
Neb.,
of
Steinauer,
Steinauer
F. M.
show of public spirit. Manager Blood
Mich., Aug. 2. There was interesting.
Calumet,
ana
arrived in Las Vegas last nignt
"Suppose," she began, engagingly,
sev- this morning announced that the dia- increased activity in copper mining
will remain here for the coming
mond would be rolled and scraped to- operations today as a sequel to an "your mamma sent you to the store to
,
eral months.
morrow morning for the game thus intimation conveyed to the operators buy three pounds of lamb, two pounds
of potatoes, half a pound each of carLeo Appel, who has. been visiting
assuring fast grounds. The official from state sources that another week rots and turnips, and one pound of toIsaac and B. Appel, left this afternoon line-uof
troops matoes what would you have then?"
of the two teams is as follows: might end the participation
will
for his home at Cincinnati, He
Tim shook his head, but Marybell,
Mound Sterett, c; Keyes, p; in the strike situation. All men aphe
Wagon
where
Denver,
of
go by the way
a year older, raised an eager
Swain. plying for work were given
only
Van
2b;
Houten.
Curns.
lb:
has large business interests.
Rosome" sort in order to hold their In- hand.
If;
Northwood,
ss;
3b;
Paltenghe,
and
daughter
Mrs. M. Oppenheim
"Well, Marybell?" said the teacher,
terest until actual mining is attempt- with
as binson, cf; Weist, rf.
a sorrowful glance at little Tim.
of Kansas City are in Las Vegas
Las Vegas-lde- n,
c; Evans, p; Judge ed.
"Stew!" said Marybell, sweetly.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Four arrests were made in the; Youth's Companion.
McWenie, 2b; Hoke, 3b;
E. Rosen wald. They will.femain for Leahy, lb;
early
H
hours foV; alleged' fntlmidation.
If;
cf;
Shupp,
Witten,
Angel,
ss;
the remainder of the summer.
"
n
W.
One
of
the latest prisoners" Was Vic-- , iol
rt.
o
Clark,
Vlles
Inexpensive Monotony.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
said to be an organizer:
"When I got the order to design a
No
cho
been
official
has
tor
Brander,
umpire,
yet
night
last
in
Las
Vegas
arrived
Mr. sen but he will be a capable person of the Western Federation of Miners,-wh- big wholesale house 'for a firm that
for a few days visit with friends.
serv- in any case.
said he came from Duluth. There has stores in five cities besides New
The admission to this
forest
the
Viles is employed by
I wa's elated," said an
ten
was
will
shum
the usual amount of ""shadow York, naturally
near
of
small
the
be
game
ice as ranger and is located
architect. " '111 plan a building that
cents. The proceeds will be donated shooting" by sentries during the night is bound to be satisfactory,' I said to
Holvnan.
to the Las Vegas band. It is expected the guardsmen being curious to test myself, 'and then they will give me
Miss B. C "McBeth of Raton left
the "kick" of the short range" ammu- the commission for those new stores
that the attendance will be large"
after
this afternoon for her home
nition with which they had been sup- they expect to put up In (hose other
as
Vegas
of
having been a resident
five cities.'
McON
OVERCOME
FIVE
plied.
for the past two months. Miss
"Well, I did turn out a Bplendid
2. Five
the
for
was
This
troops
normal
pay
Mass.,
day
Provincetown,
Aug.
the
Beth has been attending
store a store that was admired by
diswas
on
new
submarine
mechanics
the
and approximately $60,000
during the summer session.
everybody in the wholesale trade. My
Colbert C. Root, editor of the Optic, which Is awaiting her government ac- tributed to enlisted men and officers patrons were pleased, too, but Instead
left last night on Santa Fe train No. ceptance trials off this port, were throughout the strike zone. Some of of giving me aa order for those other
settled! ac- buildings they simply used the same
2 for i his former home at Wlnfield, overcome by gasoline fumes today. A the mining companies
to
weeks of plans over again and built all their
counts
was
three
for
first
launch
to
the
for
remain
dispatched
hurriedly
Kas., where he expects
houses alike. That's what I call playbeJuly with their striking employes.
several weeks visiting his parents. shore for medical assistance, but
trick on a fellow."
ing a
'
was
of
submathe
number
reached
Federation
a
doctors
the
visit
.'Mr. Root will also
fore
busy
headquarters
cities in Colorado before returning to rine all of the men had been revived. promoting, the parades and mass
the meeting planned for Sunday and for
The mechanics were
MUST DISTRIBUTE FUNDS
Las Vegas.
Jess Nussbauni, formerly" a pro- batteries with the aid of a dynamo next Tuesday when "Mother" Jones
Washington, Au?. 2. The $50,000,-00fessor at the New Mexico Normal operated by a gasoline engine. Or- Is scheduled to arrive.
deposit of government funds about
Members of the legislative board to be placed with banks of lar.j9 cities
university, came in this afternoon dinarily the fumes would have esfrom Colorado Springs, where he lias caped through the hatchway, but they gave out a statement denouncing the in the agricultural region3 cf the
been attending the state college ,of were held down by the sultry air and charges against their organization by south and west Is on the condition
Colorado. He will visit with friends the men were gradually affected. One the mine operators in the latter's and expectation, treasury officials said
in Las Vegas for several days and of them suddenly realized their dan- declination of Governor Ferris pro- tothiy, that these large banks will disthen return to his home at Santa Fe. ger and shouted for help. Aid was posal for a conference. The answer tribute tha roorey to the country banks

.aUak.
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Charles Skafte and son George, lelt
this morning for Harvey's.
N. P. Webb, the mirror maker, of
Carlsbad, N. M.,. Is in town and will
do business. Adv.
Mrs. O. C. Zingg left this morning
.for Santa Fe, where she will visit
friends for a few days.
W. G. Ogle returned this afternoon
from Taos where he has been for the
past week on business.
W. F. Bennett and W. S. Schamel
of "Valmora are in town for a few
days on a business visit.
Charles A. Spies came In this aft- ernoon from' Raton, where he has
been a visitor for the past week.
J. L. Moore of Topeka arrived in
Las Vegas last night and will remain
liere for several days on business.
Miss Vivian Hedgecock returned
last night from Harvey's, where she
has been a visitor for the past week.
Misses Lucy and Masie Clement returned last evening from Harvey's,
where they have been for the past
week.
James Cochran, a well known commercial man traveling out of Chicago,
was a business visitor in the city to-

FIVE

2.

Boston, 8; St. Louis,

At St. Louis
0.

At Cincinnati Philadelphia, 5;.
cinnati, 1.
At Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh,

Cin-

An Electric Toaster

American League.
At Philadelphia St. Louis, 5; Philadelphia, 3.
At Boston Cleveland, tf; Boston, 2.
At Washington Detroit, 9; Washington, 3.
Western League.
At St, Josepht Denver, 5; St.

Convenient and Economical
It costs very little to own and use an
Electric Toaster. It is decidly convenient, too simply attach the plug to any
convenient electric socket, twitch the
switch and the Toaster is ready in a
moment no bother or muss. The toast
is always fresh and tasty, because it is
prepared just as it is needed.

Jo--

seph, 4.
At Sioux City Sioux City, 11; To- peka, 10.
At Des Moines Des Moines," 10;
Lincoln, 2.
At Omaha Omaha, 11; Wichita,

STANDING

jITHE

National

Philadelphia
Chicago

Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Boston

T

.

.

.

.

Cincinnati
St. Louis

American
Club

.

-

.

Chicago
Boston -

.

29

55
50

35
46

48
42

46
48

41

52

38

61

..37

60

51
46
42

.'.

41

St. Louis
New York

31

-

,

Topeka -

-

.695
.611
.511
.467
.441
.384
.381

Pet.
.691
.616
.567
.500
.484
.416

51
49
59
63
62

66
56

35
44

53

47

52
o0

49
b3

43

TJ3

Company

.521

30
38
42

Western League
Won Lost

Club
Denver .
Des Moines
Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha -

Las Vegas Light and Power

Pet

League.
Won Lost

55

Washington
Detroit

06

67
61

Philadelphia
Cleveland

CLUBS

League.
Won Lost

Club
New York

g

your home.

8;

2.

Brooklyn,

morn-n-

mm

.333

Pet.
.653

'

CALIFORNIA

.560
.530
.515
.485

Sioux City

43

67

.430

Wichita

40

63

.388

at reasonable rate3 of interest. V hr.e
the treasury department will not attempt to fix the rate of interest it
will insist on equitable treatment so
that the money will be available for
the marketing and movement of crops
at reasonable rates.
Large deposits will be made in Chicago, St. Louis, New Orleans and Atlanta, Ga.
While the treasury department will
stipulate that the money must be returned after the crops have been moved, and will fix dates for its gradual
flow bacto to the government, the conditions, it Is said, will not be hard and
fast and will be changed If unforeseen
condition Indicate that the banks
should have more time to make the
repayments.

:

Special txciirsion nates
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NORTHWEST
'

K

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913.

Los Angeles or San Diego

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
Special dates, shorter limit

$48.50
$43.50
S55.00
$50.00
77.50

Tickets are first class, .good for
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing eti.. please call at ticket
office.
step-over-

D. L. BATCff ELOU. Asrcrvt
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You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a
GO-CYCL-
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OLD SUBSCRIBERS
as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
will be allowed on
subscriptions.
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for "S2 for which I agree
to pay in advance $
Name
Address
Go-Cyc-
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given absolutely free to
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In the matter
No. 97. In Bankruptcy.
To the Honorable William H. Pope,
Judge of the District Court of the
United States for the District of
New Mexico.
Juan SilVa of Las Vegas, in the
county of San Miguel and state of
New Mexico, in said district, respect
fully represents that on the 12th day
of August, A. D. 1912, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the acts of

congress relating to bankruptcy,; that
he has duly surrendered all hia prop
erty and rights of property and has
fuliy complied with all the require
ments of said acts and of the orders
of the court touching bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may be
declared by the court to have a full
discharge from all debts provable
against his estate under said bankrupt
acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 24th day of July, A. D.

73he

OPTIC

In

Chester A. Hunker, referee in bank
ruptcy, at Las Vegas, San Miguel county, State of New Mexico, in said dis
trict at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
and that notice thereof be published
in the Las Vegas Daily Optic, a news
paper printed in said district, that all
known creditors and other persona in
Interest may appear at the said time
and place and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of the said peti
tioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the
court, that the referee shall send by
mail to all known creditors copies of
said petition and this order, addressed
to them' at their places of residence
as stated.
WM. H. POPE,
Judge of the United States Court for
the District of New Mexico.
Done at chamber at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, this 2Sth day of July, A. D,
1913.

RESTAURANT

CHAPMAN
II

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second
A. M. Reg,ular comfourth Thursday evening
munication first and
month at W. O W. Hall. Vliitla

A

COLUM

each month. Tinting

brothers cordially
Win. P. Mills,
Petten, Secretary. J.
In-te-

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

W. M., H. S

.

Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words
Cash In advlnce preferred.

CHAPTER

NUMBER.

MASONS Regular con
vocation tint Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 . m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; B 6.
Wood, Secretary.

Wanted

.

e

For

COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8,
CIL NO. 304. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
Ptoneeir building.
Visiting mem-

For Rent

Las Vegas
j
Phone Main 227

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

1,

East

Professional Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m.

Lost

CARRIAGE

SIGN PAINTING

N. O.

HER-- MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

8
7

I....

a. m.

.

p. m..

.

2:10 a
2:1

OUND
1:41
m
8:15 a.
m
4:38 p.
m

m..... 7:00

1200

p.

Lincoln Ave

....20c per
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

lb-

lbs.

lb.
Ibt.

lb.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aat
ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

MADAME KARR PROMISES to read

the destiny of your life in the lines
of your hand. - Truthfully advises
on lawsuits, courtship, love or mar
riage, business, journeys, health.
In
Readings from 50 cents to $1.
tent on Bridge street, near fire sta

lasting Qualities

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads

'

'A

-

ing there must he prepared to show
a membership card in this organization.
Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.

m

Ice & Storage Co.

AGU A PUR A COMPANY

tion.

--

Subscribe for The Optic.

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

and reecive reward.

$1-0-

AUTOMOBILE,

.11:05 p.

WEST
1:20 p.
6:10 a.
4:20 p.
6:35 p.

I

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,
50 lbs.,

LOST One brown pony, branded HC
'
on left hip. Return to H. Raynolds

otnrtlno- nnint
Constinatinn
tha
-la
v
,
i
3:30 p. m. for
many serious" diseases. To be healthe
bowels
active and reguthy keep
lar. HERBINE will remove all accum
BEAUTY PARLOS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918 ulations in the bowels and put the system In nrimo cnnrMHnn
Vroa Rrtn
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Mas Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
sage. Only latest methods are employed. Hours from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
NOTICE.
m. No work done on Saturdays ex
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
Price 50c ciub has leased the La Jara and
cept bv appointment.
Tip
Appointments made for work at ladies' lakes, which are the two northernhomes from 0:30 to 9:30 p. m.
most of th group of Kroenigs lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
Price
person will be allowed
hunt or
fish upon this property except mem- ners of tho club, and all persons go-

to

No.
No
No.
No.

p. m..

DETAIL PRICES

Dentist

Room

11...

f

.

-

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

any description at

.8...

1:15

p. m.,

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery .. .
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

176.

of

epan
8:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

CRYSTAL !QE

Remarkable Cure of Dysentery
attacked with dysentery FOR RENT Five room residence with
bath. 902 Fourth street. S.
abut July 15th, and used the doctor's
medicine and other remedies with no
relief, only getting worse all the time.
I was unable to do anything and my
FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
weight dropped from 145 to 125
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
I suffered for about two
pounds.
months when I was advised to use
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.
Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and Diarrhoea Remedy. I used two bottles of FOR RENT
Cheap, seven room-stonit and it eave mo permanent relief,"
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
writes B. W. Hill of Snow Hill, N. C.
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

moderate prices
Center Block, Tel Main 136
Las Vegas, New Mexico

2...
4...

No.
No.
No.
No

sssSBSSSSmCS!

.

Attorneys-at-La-

EAST BOUND

Arrive

Seal.
417

TIME CARD

LOCAL

bers are cordially Invited. Richard

"I was

Dental work

in'-'te- d

MAIN L

Superintendent. FOR RENT Furnished Cottage.
Eighth Street.

DENTISTS

NO.

Meets every Monday evening al
their hall on Sixth street All visit
to a
lng brethren cordially
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G: Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
1.

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meets ttrt and ilrJ Fridai
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:10 p. to. in Ifaaonle Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mra. J. O Rutledt. Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourtk
tron; Mr. Arnei Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. n.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Teiephoo Mala 11.
WANTED Maid for general houseClerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dsk
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
NO.
uty. Visiting members are espework. Apply 1037 Seventh street.
102 Mea every Monday night at
cially wolcome and cordipUy invtt-edO. R. C. Hall, on Douglaa avenue.at
SALESMEN making small towns;
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
whole time or side line, should carC. Wertz, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURry our fast selling pocket side line; ' cordially welooma J.
T.
Buhler
J.
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
secretary;
president;
special sales plan allowing return
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
of unsold goods, makes quick easy
and third Mondays of each month,
sales; $4 commission, on each orat 3 p. m. Visiting Knights and Lader; something entirely new. Write B. P. O. ELKS Meet second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each dies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-ma- n
for outfit today. Burd Mfg. Co.,
month Elka home on Ninth street
212 Sigel St., Chicago, Til.
President; A. D. Tillman, Finand Douglas avenue. Visiting brotti-ersarancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
cordially Invited'. Gov. Wm.
908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
WANTED Girl for general
housedeputy,
J. Mills. Hxalted Ruler; D. W. Cm-dowork. 1102 Eighth street.
Phone
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
Secretary.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Vegas 202.

Secretary,

New Mexico

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO. S, ROY-

PAN8FORD

OPTIC'S

DES MARIES,

Las Vegas,

HV
first

C;

cortter.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

Modern house, 11 roms,
near High school, cash $2,500. In-

HUNKER & HUNKER
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
O. of B. B. Meets
every

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the
vestrj
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
Reg- o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
,iar conclave nee,: d Tues-LrMIsaac Appal,
Jay in each month at Mr
cordially Invited.
eonlo Temple at 7:39 p. m. G. H.
President, Charlet Greenelay, Ses
KlnkeL E.
Chu. Tamme, Ke- - retary.

quire mornings at 1030 Sixth street.
Device. O. K.; Frank AngeL' r. 8.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Las Vegas, N. M., July 31, 1913.
FOR SALE Cattle; 17 milkers, 13 EL
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
Bids for building two school houses
heifers and steers; lOjcalves. D. H.
in district No. 10, Los Alamos, will
KNIGHTS OF PY
Kunkel or George A. Fleming.
be received at the office of the CounTHIA8 Meets e
ty School Superintendent, where the
ery Monday even
SALE Different pieces of fur
FOR
plans and specifications may be seen,
in. CaBtle Hall
!ng
niture. Inquire 1112 Douglas avenue.
until the eighth of August at 3 p. m.
Knighti
Vlsltlrg
All bids must be sealed. The Board
re cordially invit
All
SALE
FOR
household
furni
my
of Directors reserves the right to re. V
ttf. Chas Llebacs
ture. Inquire Paul Schoeny at IS.
ject any and all bids.
ChanceQoi
ner,
Boucher's.
J. T HAND, Pres.
r uommmaer. Harry
ANTONIO PACHECO,
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and

George

brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
Secretary

I.

FOR SALE

ATTORNEYS

CAFE

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

T

JUAN SILVA, Bankrupt.
the District Court of the United
States for the District of New Mex

ico.
On this 28th day of July, A. D. 1913,
on reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, that a hear
ing be had upon the same on the 8th
day of September, A. D. 1913, before

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

1913.

County

Cut out this coupon, write in your
name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC.

9
o
o
o
o

PETITION FOR DIS
CHARGE
of Juan Silva, Bankrupt.

M. F.

B

2, 1913.

Lj

'

'

Market Finders

1
Classified ad. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BT the particular thlag Is worth most "
That property yon want to sell Is WORTH MOST to soacoit
the ads. In this aewspaper and woald merer hear
your property unless It were advertised here.
who reads

Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper waat (ai4

are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, nsed

maehlm7

and furniture, articles ot csefulnees of any sort, and musical
struments.

li

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyeis, of all
slble sorts of thimgs, they have come to be tinders of th best tn&
kets.

1
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"My father!" Gloria took a step
YNOPSI3.
forward. Her exclamation told what a
this news was to her.
CHAPTER 1 Gloria Kerr, a motherless surprise
"What does this mean?" he asked.
lrl who has ipent most of her life at
"You know as much as I. I've told
school, arrives at her father's home in
iBelmont. David Kerr is the political boss
of the town and la anxious to prevent his you I've not seen my father since that
He's
May in Judge Gilbert's office.
daughter learning of his real character.
CHAPTER II Kendall, representing the been busy with politics, but, more
with than that, I've well, I've preferred
"Chicago packer, is negotiating
Judge Gilbert, Kan's chief adviser, for a flaying with Mrs. Hayes."
Valuable franchise. They fear the opposition of Joe Wright, editor of the reform
Patty, tired of listening to a conpaper.
versation she could not understand,
' OfiAPTER III Kerr asks the assistance and. remembering the visitor, asked:
Judge Gilbert In introducing Gloria to
gf
IBelmont society and promises to help him "What shall I tell him?"
"Wait a minute, Patty." Wright
wt through the packers' franchise and let
3nm have all the graft.
motioned the child to the door. Then
CHAPTER IV Gloria meets Joe
are on he turned to Gloria. "You can leave
t the Gilberts. It appears they Wright
Intimate terms, having met previously in
by this side entrance. No one will be
touring party in Europe.

the wiser for this visit. The minute
the door closes behind you, Patty
and I will have forgotten that you
called. But I will not have forgotten
to Parti.
your kindness and consideration. Be"CHAPTER
VI The Gilberts
invite
Gloria to stay with them pending the fore you leave I want you to know
ti'at I can't value too highly the morefurnishing of the Kerr home.
tive that prompted your call. To the
CHAPTER VTI One
bud who
refused to meet Gloria Issociety
forced to do so end I'll treasure it as a memory halwhen her father is made to feel Kerr's lowed by the parting from the only
CHAPTER
twits Wright on
failure to keep an engagement to
meet her In Paris. He explain that the
death of his mother prevented his going

Ihla

power.
sht
CHAPTER
begins his
fight against the proposed franchise in
the columns of his paper, the Belmont
Vlll-Wri-

Mews.

CHAPTER IX
his
Kerr, through
henchmen, exerts every Influence to hamper Wright in the publication of his paper.
,
CHAPTER
realizes she is not
being received by the best society and is
unhappy. She takes up settlement work.
CHAPTER XI Kerr and his lieutenants
decide to buy Kerr's paper and ask the
dltor to meet them at Gilbert's office.
CHAPTER
In his desire to
keep from Gloria knowledge of her father's position, avoids her during the fight
Gloria is piqued.
lng
CHAPTER
at Gilbert's
office to solicit a donation Gloria meets
"Wright He proposes and Is accepted
while waiting to be called Into the conference.
ght
CHAPTER
refuses to sell
his paper and declares ne will fight to a
XH-Wr- lght

XHI-Call-

XIV-Wr!-

finish.

CHAPTER XV The. Belmont News appears with a bitter attack on Kerr. Gloria
calls Wright a coward and refuses to listen to any explanation from him.
Gloria
CHAPTER XVI Broken-heartedecides to plunge more deeply Into settlement work.
calls on a sick
CHAPTER XVII-S- he
girl of the underworld named Ella.
learns for the
CHAPTER XVIII-S- he
first time that he father Is the head of a
notorious gang of political grafters.
CHAPTER XIX Sounds of a conflict
are heard in the room over Ella's. Gloria
of an
finds Wright unconscious,
the
attempted assassination by thugs in him
of the political ring. She hides
fiay
room and defies the thugs.
CHAPTER XX She awes them by announcing that she is Kerr's daughter.
Ella threatens to give up Wright to the
thugs and Is choked into unconsciousness
"by Gloria, who then falls unconscious on
Wright's body.
CHAPTER XXI They are rescued by
Dr. Hayes and his wife. Wright is taken
to a hospital and Gloria is taken to the
Hayes home. Wright decides to sell his
paper and leave Belmont
hears that
CHAPTER XXII-Glo- rla
Wright Is going away and calls upon him
to ask his forgiveness for her harsh
words.
CHAPTER XXin-Da- vId
Kerr calls on
Wright and in Gloria's presence makes
him a proposition to finance the News and
have Wright succeed him as boss. Th
offer Is spumed. Wright and Gloria decide to remain in Belmont and continue
the fUrht to reform the city.

(Continued from Yesterday)

CHAPTER XXIII
Gloria hated

herself

for the

par-

oxysm of emotion to which she had
given way in the presence of the man
whose love she had rejected. There
was no interpretation ,to be put upon

It save that her nerves' were overwrought, yet she did not know how
lie would construe her tears. She did
not wish him to think her weak. Suddenly the girl remembered that tears
were a woman's weapon. The thought
so enraged her that in her anger at
being so much a mere woman she forgot to weep. She had in her the spirit
of her father. Drying her eyes has.
tily, she turned to saygood-byhold out
turn
and
saw
her
Wright
her hand. Could she have changed
her mind? His heart prompted this
thought, but one glance at her face
told him she was still determined to
ZO her own way alone.
"Good-by,- "
she said.
Glorlar
"Is it to be good-by- ,
"That, and nothing more."
The man looked at her In a dazed
manner. Now that the time of parting had come she had far more
than he. He groped about
in his mind for something to say, but
words were inadequate
There is no
telling how his feelings might have
betrayed him had there not come a
knock at the door to interrupt their
parting.
At the sound Gloria exclaimed with
a start, "Who's that?"
Wright walked to the door, saw who
asked for entrance, and opened it
wide for Patty to enter. .
"Mr, Joey, there's a man says he
must see you at once."
"Did you tell him I was busy, and
to wait?"
"Oh, yes, just like you told me, but
he said to tell you he was David
Kerr!"

woman I Good-by.- "
He felt he could not complete what
he wished to say without a show of
emotion to which it would not do to
give way. The only thing he could do
was to hold out his hand and say,
"Good-by.-

"

Gloria put both her hands behind
her back, and shook her head.
"No, I refuse to go."
"What do you mean?"
"I mean just what I say. I intend
to stay here and meet my father and
hear what he has to say to you."
Wright gazed at her intently, but
she did not quiver under his scrutiny.
"It shall be as you say," he assented. "Go,, Patty, tell him to come in."
After Patty closed the door there was

an awkward silence which he broke
by saying, "I must say that this meeting Is
She sighed and shook her head.
or not, my mind is
"Oh,
made up. Things cannot go on as
they are. If henceforth I am to direct my own affairs, why shouldn't I
begin now?"
"But how explain your being here?"
"If he can't believe what I have to
say he isn't worth the slight esteem
with which I still regard him."
"Here he comes."
"Let him see you first." She retreated to a corner of the room where
her father's first glance as he entered
would not discover her. Patty opened
the door and David Kerr walked into
the room.
The two men looked at each other
without any attempt at a feigned cordiality.
"Mr. Wright," began the boss, and
at mention of his name the newspaper
man bowed slightly in recognition of
the greeting, "I met Dr. Hayes this
afternoon. He spoke of you, and what
he told me has led me to break a custom of years; I've come to see you. In
this town it's always been the other
way." He spoke with all his accustomed force, and seemed even more
confident than usual as he added.
"The old way will continue, sir, but
owing to what you might call the relationship that once "
"Sir!" thundered Wright in astonishment. Covertly he looked at Gloria,
to find his own amazement mirrored
on her face.
"Bound us, I thought I'd come to
see you," the boss continued, not heeding Wright's exclamation.
"One minute, sir." Wright was not
willing for him to proceed without his
knowing that his daughter was in the
room with them. "Before you speak
further you must know that we're not
alone in this room."
"We're not?" He looked about him,
and at the sound of a familiar voice
turned sharply to confront his daughter.
"No, father; I'm here." She advanced coolly to the center of the
room, and waited for him to speak.
He
"Gloria!
My daughter here!"
managed to gasp. Wright, determined
not to havo his hand forced, waited to
see what card the daughter would

then wliei) they did come near gittin'
"Father," now sue spoKe unuui, a
she stopped 'em."
maiden telling of a dear, dead love, you the other day,
"You, Gloria!" Wright could not
"for a little while Mr. Wright and I
were engaged to be married. I don't
think you know what that means to a
girl, what it meant to me. But you
do know how it ended. Yet we're still
such good friends that I felt I could
come this afternoon to "
As she spoke, a great light began to
dawn upon her father. At the words
"good friends" he saw his whole plan
successful, although worked out along
lines a trifle different than what had
been in his mind when he had determined to call upon the editor. Your
successful general is a great opportunist, and David Kerr was quick to
seize this opportunity.
"Good friends!" he echoed, interrupting her. "Then I'm glad I found
you here. Just listen to me a minute.
I ain't got much to say, Mr. Wright,
but we understand each other pretty
well. Now then you gave us a pretty
hard bump, an' I admire you fer it.
Of course, you're new to Belmont an'
it looks all right from yer p'Int o'
view." His tone was now suave and
conciliatory. "But you're too good a
man to be blockin' the wheels o' prog
ress ix this town."
"Things were running pretty smooth "You Kin Come Over to My Way of
Thinkin'."
when I came here, weren't they?"
Wright was willing to admit that understand. She only bowed her
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much.

"Exactly, exactly." Kerr took a step
forward and glanced at Gloria before
he went on. "Now then, what do
you say to this? You switch over an'
join me. If it's too strong fer you
to go, I'll cut out that Maple avenue
railway line, an' we'll go at it some
other way."
Gloria looked at her father in astonishment. Wright did not interrupt
him, wishing to hear all that he had
to say. "This campaign's taught me
I'm growin' old. Some day somebody's
got to take my place. There ain't a
man in the party with your sense. I
need you, an' what's more you'll
profit by bein' with me."
"Mr. Kerr, it won't take me many
words to give you your answer."
Reading disapproval in the remark,
David Kerr craftily replied with his
kindest manner, "Take yer time, take
yer time. The more you think it
over, the more you'll like it. Besides,
I'm thinkin' of Gloria. You two talk
it over. She's"
"Father!" The girl was perfectly
horrified and her sense of the fitness
of things outraged by having her name
dragged into the discussion. "Would
you dare connect my name with such
an affair!"
To the coarse nature all things are
coarse, and her father seemed surprised that she should resent the manner in which he had connected her
with the offer. "An' why not?" he
asked.
"I've been thinkin' the matter over, an' you an' him would make
a pretty good team."
"Oh!" Gloria's disgust was unspeakable. Mere rage was useless to express her feelings. She gave her
father one withering look and turned
away, walking up and down the room
like a caged animal.
Kerr turned to Wright, since Gloria
appeared to have no , inclination to
listen. "So I argues, why not fix it
up between us." Then he spoke to his
daughter in explanation, "Not knowin'
you'd be here. But it's just as well.
Now, Mr. Wright, what I say is this:
This town wants somebody to run it
Belmont can't git along without somebody to keep the wheels greased. I'll
put the paper on its feet fer you, an'
gradually as gradually as you like
you kin come over to my way of think-in- '.
Then what'd be more natural than
fer you to take over the runnin' o'
things especially as you'd he my
.

Wright was about to make reply,
but Gloria was too quick for him.
Stamping her foot with rage, she
paused before her father defiantly.
"Oh, this is more than I can bear!
Am I a dog, a horse, a pig, that I can
be traded in a dirty deal with not so
much as 'by your leave?' I'll not
stand it for another instant. One humiliation after another has been my
lot, but this is the last. I'm through
with you. What has passed has taught
you nothing; you're the bargaining,
iraumg, Hcueming puuuuuui bliu, bu j
low that you d make your own daugn-ter- ,
your own flesh and blood, the bait
to lure a good man from his purpose.
But you can't do it," she cried, a note
of triumph creeping into her denunciation; "he's not your kind. And do
you believe that I'd submit to such a
thing? What can you think of me?
You put me on a plane with those vile,
creatures who pay you for protection.'"
"Gloria, please stop!" Wright pleaded. Her father could only look at
her in wonder as she poured out the
play.
"Wait a minute, please," she. re- pent-upassion of her inmost soul.
marked quietly, the most self poss"No, I'll not stop there's more to
sessed of the three. "Are you, so blind say. Here, within this hour, Mr.
you can't see you find me here be- Wright asked me again to be his wife,
cause I wish it so? My visit to Mr.
and I refused refused because of
Wright surprised him Just as much as
did yours. When you were announced, you. I came here to warn him against
you, to tell him the truth, because
I told him I would stay."
"So that's it, is it?" her father onc we loved each other. No one can
I
me for wishing him well.
raged. "Have you turned against me, blame
too? Why didn't I raise you like you came to tell him because I can't be
this to save him as once I
ought to 'a' been!" It was with an here after
Over
did.
my body I dared your hireevident effort that he was restraining
lings to take him, and not one moved.
himself even as much as he was.
"Would to heaven you had!" Gloria Now I'm going away forever and I
exclaimed in a low tone. "You gave want him to have what protection the
me only the roses of life, and now the truth will give. But my warning
thorns all that life offers me seem would be useless; what you offered to
do just now is warning enough in itsharper than I can bear."
self. The man who would sell his own
had
his
heart
had
thought
Wright
been bo wrung that nothing could hurt daughter is capable of anything!"
"Please, Gloria, stop," Wright enhim worse, but this confession of
to her father made his own treated. "I'm not accustomed to have
unha'ppiness greater than he had be- any one else fight my battles for me.
I can take care of myself."
lieved It could be.
"May be you can," sneered the boss,
"Gloria, this is distressingly painful.
ever since you've been here
"but
he
Then
he
begged.
Please don't,"
turned to her father. "Why have you you've been hldin' behind my' daugh
1
ter. It's because o' her I didn't gs
come here?"
n'
long -- ci
hem?"
is
she
"Why
p

aa'-haait-

1

'

head.

"But now, by God! that's all past"
Kerr brought his fist down on the
table with a bang. His breath came in
apoplectic gasps and his face was
livid with rage. "She's out of it as
fer as I'm concerned. I did everything In the world fer her, an' it
wasn't no use." He turned to his
daughter as he hurled out his anger
and disappointment between his gasps
tor breath. "I was ready to stan' by
you to the end, and' what do I git
fer all my schemin' an' planning fer
you? Nothin' but glum looks an' harsh
n
words. If yer goin' away, go. I
you. I cast you off."
The girl did not quail beneath his
bitter words. They only inflamed her
to announce the decision she had al
ready made. Her lip curled with
scorn, her eyes snapped, as she looked
at her father.
"You disown me! You cast me off !"
All the contempt she could muster she
threw into her voice. "What right
have you, who would barter me away
as you would a horse or dog? No, it's
I disown you!"
Wright walked over to her and
sought to take her hand gently in his,
but she drew away. She would stand
alone. Like a blind old bear David
Kerr semed to grope his way to the
door. There he turned to gaze once
more upon the wreck of his latest
schemes. His rage was still hot upon
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her'

HUONG

efforts she had made to break from
were now abandoned as she
thought more and more upon his
words. At last she looked up at him
and smiled. "Yes, Joe, our place Is
here, and our happiness. Right in this
room all my old pride died. But there
has been born a new pride, a pride in
you and in me, and in what it has
been given ua to do." The tears came
Into her eyes as she thought of what
they were to each other. "You are all
I have In the world, dear; you are my
world. Make me always proud that I
am your wife."
Wright drew her closer to his heart
and kissed her. And there in the shelter of his arms she rested. Peace had
come to her.
THE END.
him

If you sit in a cool draft when you
i'are heated and get a stiff neck or
jlame back, you will be looking for
something that will ease the pain.
Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT and don't he talked out of
it, because it is the best pain relieving
'liniment you can get anywhere. Price
:rp, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

The Trades and Labor Congress of
Canada wants the present alien labor
law repealed.

dis-Dw-

Postmaster Antoine Deloria, Gardner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of

those troubled with kidney and bladder irepularities, and says "From my
;own experience I can recommend Fo
ley Kidney Pills. My father also was
cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
Pills." O. G. Sohaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.

Adv.

One thousand bakery wagon drivers
have declared for the
week.

in Chicago

six-oa- y

Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
Back
J. L. Hack, 913 Eighth St., Lincoln,
111., was recently cured of a bad case
of kidney trouble that started with a
lame back, and says: "I am certainly
him.
thankful In getting a cure of my kid
"I found you in this this adventurtrouble by using Foley Kidney
er's room. I leave you here. Look to ney
O. G.
Pills.
Try them yourself.
yerself, you are no child o' mine."
Schae,fer and Red Cross Drug Store.
The door banged behind him and Adv.

Gloria Kerr knew that they had met
for the last time. The girl, feeling so
miserably alone in the world, turned
to find bent upon her the tender gaze
of the man whom she had once sworn
to follow to the end of the world. For
them love was dead, she knew, and
now life would be for her only a succession of weary days. '
"I thought all but my body died that
day we spoke of love to find It but a
dream," she acknowledged sadly, "yet
there was one cup still more bitter I
had to drain and this was that cup's
dregs."
"Oh, Gloria, believe me, out of
happiness comes. Your
place is with me now. I hadn't told
you, but I, too, am going away forever. And what is more, I'm going to
take you with me."
She looked at him in wonder, then
slowly shook her head.
"No, you can't leave Belmont, Joe.
You're not a coward. I'm going, but
your place is here."
"Do you think I shall let you go
alone? Never. The one reason I am
going east is to sell the Belmont
News. I'm through with it. Then I
shall follow you over the world until
I make you mine because I love
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you."

The girl looked at him with the
faintest of smiles battling with her
settled melancholy.
He was bordering on melodrama, and she was regarding him with the same gentleness
a loving mother exhibits toward an unreasoning little child.
"How selfish you are, Joe. All your
fine sermons are going for naught
You've preached of your duty, and yet
at the chance to show your devotion
to that duty you're wanting to give up
the fight. I'm not worth it, Joe, really
I'm not Think of, Belmont. A general doesn't desert his soldiers after
a victory, just because he knows the
enemy has sent for reinforcements.
That would be cowardly, and It isn't
like you, Joe. The brave general
doesn't give ground, he advances.
Don't follow me; I would hate you.
I know how Belmont needs you."
"But I need you, Gloria. And what
is more, you need me and I can't let
you go alone. There is a world elsewhere, even other Belmonts where we
can live and labor and love. I didn't
knew till your father referred to It
that you were at Noonan'B that day.
Can't you see how I need you for my
guardian angel? How did you happen
to be there?"
Briefly she detailed the visit, minimizing her part in saving him. None
the less he was able to see that it was
to her he owed perhaps life Itself. He
listened in silence, letting her tell her
story In her own way.
"Gloria, I've come to a decision."
She looked at him Questionlngly. "I'm
going to do what you've ordered. I'm
going to stay hero and fight for Belmont"
"Joa, you mean it!" Her face lit up
out both
--with DleasiirganjL ijULhsM

men and women nhow room far g.e.:t
He
improvement.
recommend';!,
therefore, that men pay greater respect to women. Woman on her parti
STRIDES IN JAPAN should practice those virtues upon,
which alone happy and healthy houso-holcan exist. Girls and youtifS
women should be educated with, the
idea of making them good wives ant$
'
wise mothers.
Mr. Okuda is not of the opinion'
that the women's movement for participation in government will find ita
Into Japan.
Recently a number of young military way
officers trained by the army aviation
YOU who require the best and purest
corps made a series of successful
medicine see that you gat Foley's Honflights, covering a dis- ey and Tar Compound in inference
tance of 60 miles, and qualified them- to any other for coughs, colds, asthma.
selves as experts. The aviation corps hoarsness, tickling throat and lung
has a spacious open ground at Tok- - .troubles. It Is a strictly high grade
only approved
orozawa, near Tokyo, where a group family medicine, and are
used in its
of
first
quality
drugs
of student aviators Is being trained manufacture. It
gives the best results
by Captain Tokuwaga. These military and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaef-e- r
aviators make occasional excursions
and Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
to the city of Tokyo, tub people of
which climb up to the house tops to
AT
see the "man-birds- "
fly. The aero- FOREST SERVICE
planes in use are Japanese biplanes,
devised by Captain Tokugawa and a
WORK ONJIIGllWAYS
number of French machines.
The naval aviators also have been
MEN CLEARING
AWAY
active recently. They paid a sur- THIRTY
ROCKS AND PUTTING ROAD IN
prise visit to Yokohomu and Tokyo
SHAPE AT TIJERAS
from the naval station at YokosuKa.
In one of these trips Lieutenant
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 2. A force
covered a distance of 130 miles
in two hours and ten minutes. The of about 30 men, under the direction
naval avaltors are now planning to of an officer of the United Statea forexhibit their craft before the em- est service, are reported making most
peror, who is recuperating at Haya-ma- , satisfactory progress in the important
a seaside resort, from his recent work started some time since near
illness.
the village of Tijeras, east of this city.
Aside from army and navy aviators
According to Supervisor Hugh Calkins of the Manzano forest, who 'has
Japan has a number of private
who are making
successful gneeral charge of the work in the
flights at difCerent points in the em- Tijeras district, there are at present
available funds enough, to provide
pire.
for the improvement of about tea
The "new woman" crusade in Jap- miles of the road, and it is, of course
an Is day by day occupying an In- quite, possible that additional mone
creasingly prominent place In public will be forthcoming from time tcj
discussion. This Is due to the com- time.
i
paratively radical measures adopted
The road work under way nea?
by the women to further their cause, Tijeras and in other sections of tba
and to the fact that this "agitation has state make very apparent the beneelicited a counter campaign by prom- fits which the people of, New Mexicaf
inent men of Japan, including offic- are to derive from the new federal
ials of the department of education. law which, makes; 10 per cent of the
crusaders gross revenue received from the sale
Although the Japanese
have in no way approached the rad- of timber available for road improve
icalism of their English sisters and ment work
through, forest reserves.
have not resorted to violence, they
are carrying on a determined moveBENALILLO OFFICERS PAID
ment by means of lectures and literAlbuquerque, N. M., Aug. 2 That
ature, some of which the government the county commissioners may lawhas seen fit to censure.' Mr. Okuda,
fully advance money from the salar;
minister of education, says he Is at fund to the
long suffering county of
a loss to understand the real motives
fleers is the opinion of District Atto;
of the "new woman." He declares,
M. U. VlgiL
The opinion v. a
so far as he can gather, that they are ney
T
at
the
meeting of the iioar
presented
trying to transplant wholesale to
yesterday afternoon and was at onoc
Japan the extreme and unwholesome embodied
in a resolution and passed:
doctrines whlchc have had a vogue In
board.
the
some parts of the United States and by
As a result ot this action the variEurope, without modifying them to
ous
officers who plnce January, 1912.
suit the Japanese people.
have
received no salaries, will be en"If their movement is actuated by
to draw money for their salarabled
consciousness of the necessity of freeies
and
clerk Mre. This plan is in
ing themselves from the yoke Imposvarious counties of the state
effect
in
ed by men, or by Indignation at the
to have tie approval of thai
Is
said
and
some
men
of
attitude
who regard
'
women as mere dolls," the minister governor and attorney general.
to
a
resolution
the
Under
passed
by
declades, "I think there is some reason In their attitude: But if they aim board the assessor and treasurer will
for)
merely at improving men's conduct receive as part compensation
toward women, there are many other their services and clerk Lire the sumi
ways in which this could be atfained of 13,000 per annum and the county
without taking such stepa as are at clerk will receive for the same purposes' $4,000 per annum. In addition
present contemplated."
The minister admitted that not a to the $4,000 the county clerk will re-few cases of unhappiness in the home celve the amount actually paid out
In Japan are due to the general mis- by him for deputy and clerk hire to
conduct of men, and he acknowledged conduct the office of clerk of the disthat the present relations between trict court.

Hands fo nlm. tie took tEem
both, and to her surprise, and despite
her resistance, drew her to him.
"But Tin not going to stay alone. If
I'm to fight the good fight, I'm not
going to fight alone. You called me a
coward for wanting to go; won't you
reward me for deciding to stay? And
out of unhapplnesa happiness will ARMY CORPS EDUCATES MANY
come. You must stay, Gloria; our
YOUNG OFFICERS IN USE
place is here."
OF FLYING MACHINES
"Our place!" she echoed, and then
was silent for a little time, her head
2. Japan is
Tokyo, Japan, Aug.
upon his shoulder. He held her tightly, she could not escape. The feeble making important strides In aviation.
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REV. F. F. GRIM DISCOURSES ABLY
ON "WHAT SHALL I DO TO
BE SAVED"

Robert Zingg has entered the em
ploy of Joseph Taicbert.

tional Railways of Mexico, which is
the name of the company that owns
and operates the government marger
system, that property will he under the
nlmoat. complete domination of the
government from a managerial standpoint. In other words the long talked
of Mexicanizing of the system will
have been accomplished. It is understood here that C. R. Hudson, vice
president, and other Americans who
occupy prominent positions in the general offices of the system, will retire
with Mr. Brown. The determination
on the part of the J government o
operate the different roads that comprise the system with Mexicans has
wrought bad and costly results, it is
The replacing of American
claimed.
freight and passenger conductors by
Mexicans began about four years ago,
during tb.e latter days of President
Diaz's administration.
During the Madero reign most of
the American engineers and mechan
ics were let out and their places given
to natives. The Mexicanizing was
done in response to the demand of the
labor and political agitators. On top
of the alleged incompetency of the
average Mexican to handle trains and
perform other important duties in connection with the operation of the railroad came the series of revolutions
that have made the property a phvsic- al wreck.
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"What Must I shall Do to Inherit
Eternal Life?" was the question considered at the evangelistic services
last night. Rev. F. F. Grim spoke of
B. Holt has entered the employ of how the rich
young ruler had come to
Graaf and Hayward as second baker.
Jesus
thjijsi question.
asking
(Jesus
SAHE--MIL- D.
told him that he must sell all that,
The Las Vegas Mercantile company
he had and distribute It to the poor
has received a new cash register from
because his riches kept him from the
the National Cash Register company.
Christ ideal of life.
The speaker Bald that wealth was
VeAll members of the Greater Las
not universally a sin but that we
gas band are requtested to be at the
ought to do away with whatever keeps
city hall promptly at 2 o'clock tomor-ro- us from
enjoying the higher life.
afternoon.
Mr. Grim said, "The question is not
short sighted. Eternal interests inPerry Onion Is Installing concrete clude all other interests of life that
beds In his greenhouses In the West
make for peace, prosperity and happiside. He Is also making extensive
ness of the human race. What is it?
improvements in his heating plant.
Not simply eternal existence but qualof soul, richness of life enable
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged ity
to relate himself to a more comone
In wood. Direct from the distillery
environment, to the larger and
plex
to you. At the Iybby, of course.
Adv. more varied interest of life."
There will be a prayer meeting this
at 7:30 and evangelistic serevening
There will be a. regular drill of Com
8 o'clock.
The subject of disat
vices
in
II
the
armory,
Tuesday night
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"Why
evening
season.
Not
only had there been no
The Greater Las Vegas band will Maureen Harper will sing at the Sun- break in the
drought, but rainless
minister.
give its regular Sunday night concert day services. J. S. Imhof,
skies were predicted for the next three
tomorrow evening in the Plaza park
in
temperatures
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time
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alignment
rapidly growing
for the lighting of all lamps Is grow- strengthening of the financial condi- ket closed steady. Alarming reports
ing earlier. The officers will also take tion of his syndicate is largely with from various agricultural centers expointed with the best
strict noticeof all driving and any one the view of operating extensively in ercised a further depressing influence
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on today's Bession. There were numquality lor. the least
found making a turn at any street Mexico railroad affairs.
erous early declines, but the list made
of
retirement
the
road
on
With
the left side of the
prospective
crossing
money. . .
will be subject to the same treatmen
E. N. Brown as president of the Na- - gradual recovery until prices were on
a par with yesterday's close.
as those who neglect to light their
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One of the few features of the exautomobile lamps. A number of the
dull session was the purchase
so
tremely
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blocks
that
shaped
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city
of a block of 5,500 Steel at
corners are very abrupt and the habit
58, midway between the lowest of the mornof making these turns at high speed
OHAAF & HAYWAHD CO. STOilE
ing and the previous day's final quotaIs dangerous in the extreme.
tion. Bonds were easy.
The last ales were:
D. H. CORRELL DIES
59
This morning at 12:20 o'clock B.
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar, bid
109
H. Correll, a native of West Virginia,
Atchison
96
died at the Las Vegas Hospital after
j the $4 and $3.50 figures.
There will an illness of several weeks. He was
-ISSU
Reading
FOB
.HAL TRAINS
be some 200 cars shipped from here 26
Southern Pacific
91 14
years of age and had been a resitc the markets, besides the local con
BEST THAT Union Pacific
dent of Las Vegas for the past two
HS'.i
and what will be shipped months, coming here from Oklahoma
United States Steel
59 Vi
THIS, WEEK sumption,
out by express to close points.
United States Steel, pfd
108"S
City. He is survived by his parents,
Snipping will hardly begin before Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Correll, and by two
BOSV ELL TO HAVE CANTELOUPE Monday night as the cool nights have brothers. Mrs. Correll and a son are
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
EXPRESS SERVICE BEGINNING
kept the melons from maturing nicely expected to arrive here this evening,
Kansas City, Aug. 2. Hogs, receipts
MONDAY
and the shippers do not want to ship wlae:. funeral arrangements will ,be
We Eire head2,500. Market steady to 5 cents lowanything- but choice and marketable made.
er. Bulk $S.708.90; heavy $8.65
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 2. Next week melons to the markets.
8.80; packers and butchers
$8.70
for. the firBt time in this section speArrangements are fast being made
WILSON PARDDNS MEXICAN
8.90; lights ?8.G58.95; pigs f78.
cial cantaloupe trains will leave Ros- for the loading here and at the South
2.
Compassion
Washington, Aug.
Cattle, receipts 100. Market steady.
well for the eastern markets. The Springs station. Much of the loading for feeble and desperately ill prisonin
Prime fed steers $8.508.90; dressed
Santa Fe has promised the mej n will be done at night, so that the er 70 years old, today caused Presibeef steers $7.258.40; western steers
growers to pat a train out of here train can leave Roswell about 10 p. m. dent Wilson to commute to expire at
each nbht during the rush reason, Pi? arc lights will be used at the Ros- once the four months sentence of
$6.508.25; southern steers $4.90W
6.S5; cows $47; heifers $58.80;
coiineotin.g with the "Green Fruit" well station, and a 1,000 candle-powe- r
TucYnocente Rosas, convicted at
stockers and feeders $5.257.40;
AND
California exprw which goes through gasoline lamp at South Springs to load son, Ariz., ofi
STRAWBERRIES
and
three
smuggling
bulls
Clevis, about 3 a. m. Melons leaving by.
$4.50ff.50; calves $68. 50.
f
quarts of "mescal" from
no receipts. Market steady.
The Roswell Gas and Electric light Meixco to the United States.
here under this arrangement, say Mon-- j
Sheep,
DAY
He
CHERRIES EVERY
Lambs $5.507.25; yearlings $4.50
day night, will get on to New York company lias already 1,500 tons of ice was released by telegraph.
5.50; wethers $44.75; ewes $3.50
markets for the following Monday stored for the icing of the cars. The
South Spring cars will be iced here,
4.50; stockers and feeders $2.50
morning.
RACES OPEN AT SARATOGA
Under this arrangements the Pecos then sent down to the loading station,
4.25.
Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. 2. For the
for the long first time in four years the streets 1
valley melons will got to the markets and returned and
as soon es Fort Sumner melons. Last trip east
of Saratoga were filled, today with
"HARVEY'S"
year the local freights had to be used Three cars of box material arrived yes their old time crowd, here for the
Famous mountain ranch: 31st
be24
now
hours
and
is
were
and melons
terday,
delayed
everything
ready opening day of the racing season.
Old management; old rates. Carfor the b'?r shipments to begin.
hind the Fort Sumner melons.
PHONE MAIN 1 and 21 )3 riage out every Saturday. Leave
200
will
Some
tracts
crate3
average
Cantaloupe men are feeling
::t Murphey's or Plaza hotel!
Subscribe for The Optic.
Prices in the east still continue arouu.t to the acre.
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Jefferson Raynolds, President.
President.
Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

S. B. Davis, Vice

Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
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His answer was, "all Ice

same, Madam, the difference is in the

refrigerator."
Your first consideration in selecting
a new refrigerator is not one of price
but of quality. Properly constructed
It should save enough ice in one sea-eoI
nearly to pay for itself.
The refrigerators for which we have
W'"'""" ''"'""
-- u
accepted 'the agency are all tested.
None are offered that do not come up
to the rigid ice test we have adopted.
season-enclearance, you
Therefore, when we include these in our
off the' price.
can consider at its full value, the reduction of nearly
we
do not want
now
and
Most refrigerators have been arranged for
will
pay you to
that
a
so
we've
made
over
price
to carry these few

THE OLD RELIABLE
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A housewife complained to the ice
man that her ice melted too quickly.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demon- -.
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Insures Prontnt Deliveries at IKlnlmum Exponas
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, teliahle in operation cheaper than horse power
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